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e b e l t o f t  g r o u p

Members of Ebeltoft Group

We are an international group of 20 consultancy 
companies with a common high level of expertise and 

focus on retail. Since 1990 we have helped retailers as well as 
suppliers to the retail sector to remain competitive and achieve 

their goals by blending global retail expertise with the member´s local insight. Among our 
clients are 36 of the top 100 retailers and 29 of the top 50 manufacturers worldwide.
Since it was founded the Ebeltoft Group has analyzed global retail innovation trends and, 
since 2005 we have presented this analysis in our annual publication Retail Innovations that 
focuses on emerging trends and the most interesting cases worldwide. 

Ebeltoft Group´s global studies and publications included: Environmental Sustainability (2010); 
The Trust Factor (2011); NeoConsumer (2011);  Global Cross Channel Report (2012); Retail 
Internationalization-Global Outlook (forthcoming in 2013).

Asia - Oceania

Europe

Americas
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M a r k E T  E N v i r O N M E N T  a N d  i N N O v a T i O N  T r E N d S

Ebeltoft Group has been formally tracking trends in retail innovation around the globe for nearly 

a decade and our individual member companies for a far longer period of time. In short, there 

has been enormous change that has occurred within society, the customer, and ultimately, in the 

retail stores that serve them.

When viewed on a regular basis, however, that change is not always as apparent. We began to 

formally track Retail Innovation as a means to catalogue such change, and more importantly, begin to 

predict where retail will be headed in the future. So, the emphasis on innovation became purposely 

forward-looking: what is on the leading edge? Some of the individual ideas highlighted in prior Retail 

Innovation books are no longer in business but the broader trends carry on.

Retail lnnovations 8 represents our latest compilation of these trends, highlighting both the 

individual stores and the key themes that emerge from studying the whole.

What makes this compilation unique?  We compile innovation from two key sources: The individual 

members of Ebeltoft Group submit entries highlighting the best from their own countries. We 

have also been judging the Innovation category for the World Retail Congress and look at these 

submissions as well. In total, we looked at well over 100 “innovation” cases from more than 20 

countries. 

These cases clearly demonstrate both the diversity of innovation that is occurring globally as 

well as the remarkable emergence of consistent themes that play out on a global basis. This is 

undoubtedly due to the rapid spread of information and perhaps, common global consumer needs 

being addressed.

On Innovation:

“Edison’s electric light did not come about from the continuous improvement of the candle…”

(Oren Harrari)

Retailers around the world are justifiably consumed with trying to make the stores they run today 

more successful. They must literally make constant course corrections in assortments, pricing, 

merchandising and store operations to keep the business going. In short, they are necessarily in the 

candle improvement business.

However, when retailers are consumed by the day to day business, it becomes very difficult to work 

on step changes within the business. Oftentimes, true innovation happens from outside traditional 

retailers, who are forced to play catch up or miss trends entirely. Historically, the majority of retail 

innovations came from entrepreneurs who seized upon a market opportunity versus established 

retailers. 
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The chart above illustrates the typical innovation cycle. Change in retail is influenced by key changes 

in the demography of the global population. Rising (or falling) incomes, aging populations and shifts 

in ethnic make-up begin to drive key behavioral changes among shoppers. They become increasingly 

concerned about wellness, time management or see their priorities shift as they move into different 

stages of their lives. Technology allows them to have more control over their shopping behavior and 

access to infinitely more choice.

While these changes occur naturally over time, the real notion of innovation is fueled by accelerants 

or disruptors in the marketplace.  Advances in technology access become a huge accelerant to 

change, as one example, as does a global economic recession, which is forcing vast numbers of 

consumers to rethink their priorities.

And, true innovation comes into play as well. Entrepreneurs, small retailers and even retail giants 

seize upon these major trends to create something new and different in the marketplace. 

Combined, these become new inflection points, major changes in the way we see businesses go to 

market. It is easy to spot these changes when we reflect back upon retail history. It is more difficult, 

but ultimately more important, to understand and react to these changes as they are happening now.

Key Innovation Themes. As we examine the collected cases assembled in Retail Innovations 

8, we begin to see broader themes emerge. These themes could well become tomorrow’s inflection 

points.

Curated Collections. The heart of successful retailing lies in creating a coherent and compelling 

assortment for customers. It is the job of any retailer to be an effective merchant, selecting the 
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best products they can to create a coherent offer. So, the notion of curated retailing is certainly not 

new: what has changed is the consumer’s ability to access goods from a much broader (and global) 

variety of providers.

With the customer able to tap into nearly infinite access to products, this puts even more pressure 

on retailers to develop a clear and meaningful offer. Simply having a broad selection of products is 

no longer a differentiator—bringing these products together in unique ways offers retailers an ever 

changing way to innovate. 

This year, multiple entrants focus on innovatively creating assortments—no longer solely based on 

category but on a broader lifestyle view of the consumer.

Eco-Friendly—Green is Good. The trend towards Greentailing seems to ebb and flow 

with the economy. While “green” was “the” hot topic just a few years back, it seems to have lost 

some steam in recent years. Much of this can probably be attributed to the economy. While most 

consumers still express a preference to behave in an eco-friendly manner, the practical realities of 

budgets and performance of green products has slowed down the trend.

While it has slowed down, it has certainly not gone away. This year’s innovations reflect the many 

paths towards green, from environmentally conscious buildings to product driven offers that build 

entire formats around sustainability.

Will the latest green trend be “sustainable?”

Hyper Local.  There is real power in truly being local. Having the right products sourced from the 

communities speaks to powerful macro trends around freshness, sustainability, and supporting the 

local community. It also speaks compellingly to safety, and the consumers’ desire to become better 

educated and more demanding about the products they are consuming.

Retailers, large and small, are focusing on attempts to get local, really local. In this year’s innovations, 

there are extraordinary efforts underway across multiple countries to highlight local offers.

Service Experience 2.0. The ability to buy almost anything online places pressure on retailers 

and service providers to effectively differentiate their offer. For intangible offers (insurance, banking), 

physical presence provides a new way to interact with the customer. Ironically, the growth in online 

access highlights the needs for physical space to truly connect with customers.

For services providers (telecom), they must figure out new ways to provide a compelling retail 

experience. And, they must do this in an environment where consumers are becoming increasingly 

wary of being “sold” to. Innovation cases highlight new ways to create a service experience to the 

consumer that are about experiences and connections, not just selling.

Technology Intervention. Technology in of itself is not innovation; it is what the technology 

enables customers to do that provide a glimpse of true innovation. There are marvelous examples of 

uses of technology to provide the consumers with more choice, more access and more information 
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than ever before. 

In this year’s Innovation cases, technology helps provide: 24 hour access to goods and services, 

access to detailed information about products, seamless checkout experiences, the ability to 

precisely customize an offer and real time access to inventory that helps improve in-stock and tie 

together the online and offline world.

Customization and Crowdsourcing. Increasingly, customers are playing an active role in 

defining and determining the assortment. Consumers are no longer just passive recipients of what 

a retailer “thinks” they might want; they are active participants in the creation of the retail offer 

themselves.  From user submitted ideas to voting on favorite products, retailers are ceding more 

control of the store to their customers. Or, allowing the customer to essentially drive product 

development to create a truly customized experience.

 

Online Offline Mashup.  A new retail era order is emerging. It will seamlessly blend the online 

and offline retail experience together, allowing  customers to shop where and how they want, at any 

time. Online tools are being adopted for in-store use to bring the immediacy of online into the brick 

and mortar world. We are at our infancy in truly seeing the impact of these efforts.

There is no question that the majority of innovation, now and into the future, will demand that 

retailers offer the customer the best of what the physical and virtual world have to offer. Brick 

and mortar retailers are clearly beefing up their online and cross channel capabilities. But, in an 

interesting twist, online players are now using physical space to attract customers. This mashup of 

online and offline retail will continue to drive new innovation.

Retailvention. While new innovations in retail are exciting (and risky), the biggest changes in 

retail from a volume perspective occur when retailers attempt to re-invigorate mature businesses.

Innovation is occurring as existing retail businesses look for new ways to remain relevant to their 

consumers. Retailvention cases demonstrate how a concept can change through the addition of new 

categories or services or simply a more dramatic way to showcase assortments.

Summary. Retail innovation is alive and well as retailing around the world takes advantage of the 

opportunities created by the dramatic shifts in consumer behavior. Those individual retailers poised 

to take advantage of these key innovation trends have the opportunity to thrive in the future and 

position themselves within the global retail marketplace.
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With the goal of bringing the online shopping experience to the offline 

world, C&A Brazil has developed an initiative that leads Facebook 

interactions to the brick-and-mortar store, prompting shoppers to try-on 

and purchase products.  

C&A Fashion Like 

B R A Z I L  -  S ã o  P a u l o Online Offline Mashup

users in to help? With that 

goal in mind, C&A sought to 

help their customers make 

the right choice for their 

Mother’s Day purchases.

CASE DESCRIPTION
A preview of ten items from 

C&A’s Mother’s Day collection 

became available on the 

company’s Facebook page. 

A “Like” button next to each 

item allowed Facebook users 

to choose which pieces were 

their favorites. Four days later 

these ten items were displayed 

on special hangers in C&A´s 

concept store in the Iguatemi 

São Paulo Shopping Center.  

A display integrated in each 

hanger showed the number of 

Facebook “Likes” received in 

real time.

This way, while consumers 

were in the store, they were 

able to see the popularity 

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Today, one of retail’s big 

challenges is to bring the 

online shopping experience 

to the offline world in an 

integrated way. In Brazil, the 

Dutch retailer C&A launched 

the “Fashion Like” initiative, 

to become the women’s 

ally in the shopping process, 

helping them choose their 

clothing. As shoppers like to 

ask their friends´ opinions on 

their looks and purchases, 

why not bring Facebook 
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of each garment, replicating 

offline the concept of 

crowdsourcing, in which other 

consumers, their peers, help in 

the decision-making process.  

RETAIL IS DETAIL
The profile of consumers 

visiting the C&A Fashion Like 

page is mainly female, 13-34 

years old and from southern 

Brazil, the country’s most 

connected and wealthy region. 

With Fashion Like, C&A was 

able to promote its image of a 

trendy brand and edgy stores 

that are more upbeat than 

those of their competition.

Key data

 Format: Department Store
 Opening: 2012
 Store Location: São Paulo (Brazil) and Facebook
 Number of Stores: 1 (for the Fashion Like initiative)
 Size of Store: 2,300 m2

 Product Mix: Women’s Apparel (Mother’s Day Collection)
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Shopping Iguatemi store, but 

also in the other C&A stores. 

The promotion was a huge 

success that helped increase 

C&A’s media reach and bring 

awareness to its Mother’s Day 

collection.  

CONCLUSIONS
The results C&A achieved 

with the promotion were 

astounding. In Brazil, C&A has 

become the biggest fashion 

brand on Facebook, adding 

55,000 new fans as a direct 

result of this initiative and 

growing to almost 285,000 

followers on the social 

network. In addition, there 

were more than 800 press 

mentions due to the Fashion 

Like initiative.

The selling rate of the 

collection that took part 

in the initiative was higher 

than average, not only in the 
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 Key points of innovation
  Integration of the online and offline worlds, using technology and social media to 

increase awareness of products sold in stores.
  Displays, integrated in clothing hangers, show real-time online popularity of the clothing 

in store.

 Notes on Retail Mix
  Ten SKUs, representing items from C&A’s Mother’s Day collection
  Dresses, jackets and blouses.
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G E R M A N Y  –  D ü s s e l d o r f

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Comfort and efficiency have 

resulted in an increased use 

of online shopping. However, 

shopping for groceries 

online is hardly common in 

Germany. Less than 1 percent 

of the total food spend is 

made online.

As a response to the gap, 

Emmas Enkel introduced a 

totally new store, which was 

devised and developed from 

scratch. Instead of adding 

digital elements and the 

respective logistics, processes 

and services to an existing 

store, the store was planned 

Tradition meets modernity! With Emmas Enkel the traditional grocery 

corner store has been revived and improved; among others, the concept 

offers a large variety of products, an online store with delivery service, 

and a homey retro-style interior.

      
Emmas Enkel 

Online Offline Mashup
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as a cross-channel store from 

the beginning. This serves 

the idea to make grocery 

shopping as comfortable and 

convenient as possible.  With 

respect to the “desire for the 

good old times” and tradition, 

the name and the brand were 

especially chosen; "Emmas 

Enkel" translates to “Emmas 

grandchildren”. This is 

immediately understandable 

by most Germans, as “Aunty 

Emma”stores used to be the 

local neighborhood retailer.

Key data

 Format: Cross-channel Food Retail
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: Dusseldorf (Germany)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 320 m2 + Online Store
 Product Mix: Groceries, drugstore items 

  and household goods
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E M M a S  E N k E l  -  G E R M A N Y

CASE DESCRIPTION 
Blending cross-channel with 

the authentic neighborhood 

store concept, the two 

founders of Emmas Enkel 

turned the established rules 

of grocery retail upside down. 

While traditional supermarkets 

or discounters have at least 

800 m2 with a small storage 

area and a large self-service 

sales area, Emmas Enkel 

needs only 330 m2. 

Emmas Enkel consists of a 

small customer area - 120 m2 

in total - with an integrated 

café, a few shelves for self-

service, a QR code wall for 

ordering, and a counter with 

a cashier. The self-service area 

is comparably small – about 

500 items, including fruits and 

vegetables, are available for 

self-service. The cashier sells 

an additional 1,700 items with 

personal service. A second, 

large part of the store is a 

storage area in the back with 

enough room - 200 m2 in total 

- to pick the products chosen 

by the customer and pack 

them. The groceries are either 

delivered or can be picked up 

in the store. 

In this comparably small 

space, Emmas Enkel is able 

to provide the shopper 

with about 2,500 items. 

Hence, a complete grocery 

assortment is being provided, 

accompanied by a range 

of organic items, drugstore 

products, household items 

and innovative new products. 

The retailer’s online store is 

different, offering categories to 

select from to make shopping 

more convenient. Categories 

such as “Breakfast”, “Dinner” 

or “Party” are complimented 

by special and fun categories 

like “Girls Night”, “Soccer” or 

“Help me – I’m having people 

come by for a spontaneous 

visit”.

RETAIL IS DETAIL
Emmas Enkel is carried out 
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 Key points of innovation
  Cross-channel concept.
  Unique in combining traditional values with modern standards.

 Notes on Retail Mix
  Unusual Layout: Very small self-service area, large storage area.
  Multi-channel: Bricks-and-mortar store with various additional ways of ordering 

electronically (online, iPads, product wall with QR-codes).
  Shopping Experience: Revitalizing “Aunty Emmas store” while the younger 

generation knows and loves that type of concept from  their childhood.
  Services: Personal service, online ordering, delivery.

CONCLUSIONS
The concept is not only new 

and unique in Germany, it 

is also quite successful. The 

share of its online business 

increased tremendously, 

while in the first month 

about 10 percent of sales 

were generated online, 

after about six months this 

accounted for more than 50 

percent of total sales, which 

almost doubled in the period.

Perhaps most important is 

the positive feedback that 

with a passion for detail, 

mixing a retro-style layout 

with iPad browsing and 

ordering available in-store. 

The lounge is a modern type 

of old-fashioned living room, 

reminiscent of the good old 

times, while the service by the 

cashier is a combination of 

traditional values and modern 

aspects.  

Logistics are carried out by 

their own fleet, directly from 

the store, and includes the 

whole assortment. Even fresh 

food and chilled food can be 

delivered. 

Emmas Enkel has received 

from their customers: 

Those who only visit 

the Dusseldorf store ask 

for stores in their cities, 

while those who live in 

Dusseldorf stay loyal to 

the store. 

Emmas Enkel has been 

awarded several well-

known prizes in Germany 

and worldwide. 
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY
With this store, Desigual is 

adapting its retail format to 

the new shopping trends: the 

new “smart” consumer is well 

informed and knows what 

she wants, uses both offline 

and online channels in her 

purchase decision, looks for 

customized and personalized 

items and wants to have a 

unique shopping experience.

THE CONCEPT
A different house, a different 

purchase: the bazaar-

like decorated concept 

seeks above all to give a 

personalized shopping 

experience to its customers 

(there are no traditional 

store associates but personal 

shoppers). Improving the 

shopping experience further, 

as if you were visiting a 

“Maison de Couture”, there 

is the possibility to make 

an appointment with your 

favorite personal shopper 

during your visit. 

The “La vida es chula” 

concept combines the 

advantages of online sales 

with an offline shopping 

experience; if an item is not 

available in store, it can be 

ordered online via in-store 

A shopping experience combining art, fashion and technology; this new 

concept was inspired by Desigual´s philosophy and created to be a 

magical and relaxing oasis where customers feel at home.

Desigual  
   La Vida es Chula Store

Retailvention
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tablets with access to a larger 

assortment and the possibility 

to consult the warehouse 

stock. When the customer 

decides to buy, the order is 

passed in-store or via their 

ecommerce website with the 

option to have the purchase 

delivered.    

 “La vida es chula” is 100% 

sustainable: LED lighting is 

used, organic paint lines the 

walls and all materials are 

simple and natural. 

RETAIL IS DETAIL
In the bazaar-like atmosphere 

of the store, each clothing 

item is displayed only once 

per size. This is a no-stock 

concept with the advantage 

being in the inventory cost 

savings it represents. In case 

an item is not available in-

Desigual  
   La Vida es Chula Store

Key data

 Format: Showroom concept store 
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: Barcelona (Spain)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 800 m2

 Product Mix: Apparel, accessories and shoes
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d E S i g u a l  -  S P A I N

store, it can be ordered online 

and delivered within 48 hours. 

Sales associates go one 

step further with authentic 

personal shoppers who 

know the collection and its 

possibilities. They advise 

which color fits best, 

the pattern that is most 

appropriate and they help 

compose a total look. 

CONCLUSIONS
Desigual intends to expand 

this new concept to other 

cities and countries, changing 

the buying process of their 

clients with their personal 

settings. 
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 Key points of innovation
  Cross-channel strategy: mixing the advantages of an online and offline shopping 

experience.
  A showroom concept store with a no-stock policy reduces warehouse costs and 

compensates with the possibility to order online.
  Shopping experience: the sensation of being in the comfort of your own home 

(sofas, carpets, antique lamps) and many organized events.

 Notes on Retail Mix
  Product mix: Men’s and women’s apparel; only best sellers from current and 

previous years and guest collections (e.g. Lacroix, and Cirque du Soleil). 
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B R A Z I L  -  C o u n t r y  w i d e 

advocates into sales agents. 

This is a great opportunity, 

as the majority of shoppers 

are more willing to make 

an online purchase after 

receiving recommendations 

from their trusted friends.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Magazine Você used the 

social media networks, 

Facebook and Orkut, to 

create an income source for 

its customers, who became 

a virtual reseller of Magazine 

Luiza, transforming brand 

Innovation through the online extension of the retailer´s business model; 

empowering loyal customers to become their online sales agents and 

brand advocates.

      
Magazine Você 

Customization & Crowd Sourcing
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CASE DESCRIPTION
Magazine Luiza, Brazil’s third 

largest electronics retailer, 

positions itself as a company 

close to their customer with 

a strong belief in innovation. 

Its Magazine Você initiative 

allows users to create their 

own stores using items 

selected from Magazine Luiza 

and to make suggestions to 

help their friends shop, with 

the actual goods sold by the 

Key Facts

 Format: Social Media Store
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: Online (Brazil)
 Number of Stores: 47,000 (August 2012)
 Product Mix: Totally customizable from the assortment 

offered by Magazine Luiza online

 

retailer. As a result, through 

recommendations to friends, 

users influence shopping 

and are paid a fee up to 

4.5% of all sales generated 

through their Facebook store. 

The point of differentiation 

is to allow users to receive 

suggestions from friends, 

find products and purchase 

them all in one place. 

The operations are run by 

Magazine Luiza, who assures 
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the safety of payment, data 

privacy and delivery. 

To be part of Magazine Você, 

users need to register, be 

approved by the retailer and 

create the online store using 

goods selected at Magazine 

Luiza. 

RETAIL IS DETAIL
In the Magazine Você 

initiative, the sales conversion 

rate is approximately 40% 

higher than on Magazine 

Luiza’s own website, as 

customers go to Magazine 

Você stores after a 

friend´s recommendation. 

Interestingly, many of the 

best-selling goods in these 

Magazine Você stores are 

long-tail products.

CONCLUSIONS
Magazine Você overcame all 

forecasts; after a trial period, 

when only the retailer’s 

employees could create 

Facbook stores, the company 

opened the initiative to 

its whole network and in 

two days the company had 

more than 10,000 Facebook 

stores. One week later they 

doubled this figure. A month 

after the initial launch, 

Magazine Você reached 

33,000 Facebook stores and 

decided to increase its market 

presence by presenting the 

concept  at a soccer match by 

sponsoring the Corinthians 

(the Sao Paulo soccer team 

with the largest numbers of 

supporters), with customized 

uniforms.
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 Key points of innovation
 Magazine Você´s Facebook stores, owned by its customers, use social networks in 

a direct sales and recommendation business model.
 All operations are run by Magazine Luiza, who also provide advertising tools, such 

as email marketing and web banners.

 Notes on Retail Mix
 The entire Magazine Luiza assortment is available, in 22 categories, ranging from 

automotive goods to electronics and games.
 Best-selling categories are electronics, computers and mobile phones.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY
At a business review meeting 

in 2007, the managers at 

top3 by design formulated 

a goal: to be as customer 

focused online as in the 

stores, and as diligent and 

transparent in store as online 

in order to create a seamless 

experience in which the lines 

between online, catalogue, 

phone order and in-store are 

completely blurred. 

CASE DESCRIPTION 
top3 by design aligns and 

integrates the online and 

in-store experience, so that 

the best aspects of each 

environment are utilized to 

create a seamless customer 

experience no matter how 

customers interact with the 

retailer.  

Customers can ‘visit’ top3 by 

design through the channel 

that suits them best and while 

in-store, staff and customers 

can also visit the online store 

via tablets. These in-store 

kiosks provide the ability 

to browse and purchase 

Offering a selection of products that both inspire and perform, the 

concept carries up to 3 products per category that are deemed the best 

in the world by merit of design. The customer’s research has been done 

by the retailer, allowing the customer to trust that each product is of high 

quality, innovative and works!

      
top3 by design 

Retail innovations 826
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products, gain further product 

information, watch product 

videos before they make a 

purchase and extend the 

product assortment.  

The online stores are evolving 

to respond to the needs 

of their customers.  Real-

time product availability is a 

recent addition which allows 

customers to know the 

availability in each location – 

enabling them to “shop their 

local store” from the website. 

Further integration is 

achieved via a newsletter, 

online promotions reflected 

in-store, and in-store events 

being promoted online. 

RETAIL IS DETAIL
If a customer wishes to buy a 

product that has not arrived 

yet or is out of stock, they can 

request an email alert which 

will inform them of the arrival 

with a direct link to buy the 

item online. This system can 

also advise customers who 
27 Retail innovations 8

Key data

 Format: Cross-channel retailer
 Year Opened: 2001
 Store Location: Sydney (Australia)
 Number of Stores: 3 
 Size of Store:  180-225 m2

 Mix: Housewares, jewellery and lifestyle products



T O p 3  b y  d E S i g N  -  A U S T R A L I A

have requested updates on 

delays if the expected arrival 

date changes.

FModifying and reacting 

to customer needs and 

expectations (and keeping 

ahead of them) is the core of 

what top3 by design does as 

a business.

CONCLUSIONS
For top3 by design, it is not 

a discussion of whether 

a customer is an online 

shopper or an in-store 

shopper, they are a customer 

of top3 by design. They shop 

in the way that suits them 

at that particular moment.  

The interactions with top3 

by design become ways to 

shop with top3, not different 

business channels.

Retail innovations 828
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 Key points of innovation
 Carries up to 3 products per category.
 Use of technology to integrate the online and in-store experience.

 Notes on Retail Mix
  Creating a seamless customer experience online and in-store.
  Real-time product availability allows customers to know the items available in 

each location.
  Use of iPads as in-store kiosks allows the customer the opportunity to 

browse the range online while in the store.
  A customer rewards program that accumulates credits every time the 

customer shops.
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I T A LY  -  A n c o n a

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Italians show a growing 

interest in ecology, 

renewable and sustainable 

energy sources, and an 

environmentally friendly 

economy.  However, 

consumers often have 

difficulty obtaining information 

on products and services 

that help them reduce their 

environmental footprint. To 

be closer to these customers, 

Energy Resources Holding 

A place where people can easily obtain products and solutions that help 

improve their quality of life and pursue an environmentally friendly life-style: 

everything in a single location.

      
Zew Store 

Eco-Friendly—Green is Good
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has opened its first Zew Store 

(Zero Emission Way Store) in 

Ancona, Italy.

CASE DESCRIPTION 
Energy Resources operates 

in the field of renewable 

energies, working to establish 

better standards of efficiency 

and customer satisfaction. 

The company created the 

Zew Store in response to the 

need for a single location 

that offers everything having 

to do with sustainable 

development; offerings range 

from information on how to 

generate clean energy for 

homes to renewable energy 

products and solutions. 

Its 400 m2 are arranged as 

a logical path that helps 

customers explore the green 

products of the store with 

electric vehicles such as cars, 

scooters and  bicycles on 

display. The ‘Zew Food’ area 

is reserved for high-quality 

Key data
 Format: Energy Store (with food area)
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: Ancona (Italy)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 400 m2

 Product Mix: Photovoltaic panels and devices for 
renewable energy, electric vehicles, home products, 
high-tech energy saving devices, local food products, 
electric scooters and cars
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k E y  S T O r E  -  I T A LY 

food products, all sourced 

locally. 

In the back room associates 

illustrate solutions, make 

preliminary analysis of 

customer’s needs, and 

provide estimates on projects. 

Outside of the store there 

are various green power 

devices, such as columns for 

recharging electric vehicles 

and photovoltaic panels. 

RETAIL IS DETAIL
The store organizes meetings 

and interactive workshops, 

in collaboration with schools 

and cultural associations, 
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to share and communicate 

its philosophy on the 

importance of sustainability 

and a lifestyle that can help 

make Earth a better planet.

In line with its philosophy, 

the Zew Store itself is Zero 

Emission: The store is heated 

through a geothermal system 

while electric energy is 

provided by the photovoltaic 

system on the marquees 

and the roof. 

CONCLUSIONS
So far, customer response 

has been very encouraging. 

When the test phase is over, 

the company will decide on 

future developments, which 

could include expansion to 

foreign countries.

 Key points of innovation
 A single location where people can find 360° products and solutions that help 

improve their quality of life in pursuit of an environmentally friendly life-style.
 Zero emission store: geothermals and photovoltaic systems provide all needed 

energy.

 Notes on Retail Mix
  Assortment: many different eco-categories (from food to cars and renewable 

energy devices), including installation services.
  Events: meetings and workshops.
  Services: rechargers for green power devices outside of the store.
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Retail trend 
Curated Collections
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U S A

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
C. Wonder’s opportunity 

lies in the affordability of 

its trendy of-the-moment 

merchandise. As a result of 

the fast-paced fashion cycle, 

young women have become 

hesitant to invest because 

they know that there will be 

another trend just around the 

corner. C. Wonder uses this 

mentality to its advantage 

by offering reasonably 

priced merchandise that will 

make women feel on trend 

without making a significant 

investment. They sell key 

items that can update a 

room without completely 

remodeling the space.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
C. Wonder is innovative in its 

merchandising as well as in 

its technology capabilities. 

The space has been expertly 

designed with continuously 

changing window displays 

An innovative concept that stocks a preppy assortment of clothing, 

jewelry, accessories, shoes, bags and home décor in a bright and inspiring 

environment. C. Wonder offers an edited selection of must-have trendy items. 

      
C. Wonder

Curated Collections
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and decorative schemes 

inspired by fine homes. In 

an era of customization, 

C. Wonder has an in-store 

monogramming station to 

allow customers to add initials 

to sweaters or bags. In terms 

of technology, C. Wonder 

arms its employees with 

mobile credit card readers 

to expedite the payment 

process. Dressing rooms are 

equipped with personalized 

music dials which allow 

customers to choose from 

seven stations of mood music.

CONCLUSIONS
C. Wonder’s chic style, 

affordability, and trend-right 

merchandise has helped it to 

create a cult following all its 

own.

Key data

 Format: Boutique
 Store Location: Manhattan, Atlanta, Newport Beach, 

   White Plains, Paramus, Garden City (USA)
 Number of Stores: 6 
 Size of Store: 500-800 m2

 Product Mix: Apparel, accessories and home
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U S A  -  N e w  Y o r k

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Story has embraced the ever-

changing pages of a magazine 

and brings them to life in a 

physical store. Customers are 

delighted by the newness of 

receiving a magazine each 

month full of new styles 

to covet and incorporate 

into their wardrobe. Story 

has taken the allure of the 

magazine industry and turned 

it into a permanent shop that 

the owner completely 

remodels and re-

merchandises every 6-8 

weeks to reflect current 

holidays, fashion 

trends or seasons. 

Since the entire store 

is constantly changing, 

customers have a 

reason to return on a 

regular basis.

INNOVATIVE 
QUALITIES 
The concept is innovative in 

the way that it completely 

changes the point of 

view, layout, merchandise 

assortment, fixturing and 

theme every six to eight 

weeks. Story curator, Rachel 

Schectman, keeps abreast 

on current trends in order to 

select the next theme that 

will be the most relevant 

to customers. “Love” and 

Story holds the point of view of a magazine (themes change every six to 

eight weeks), changes like an art gallery (different fixtures, events and interior 

design) and sells things like a store. The concept takes the editorial eye of a 

magazine and brings it to brick and mortar.  

      
This is Story

Curated Collections
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“Color” were the first two 

issue themes of Story, with 

the current theme revolving 

around “New York.” The “New 

York” theme features items 

by local New Yorkers such 

as Jill Platner jewelry, food 

selections from New York 

Mouth, a rotating assortment 

of custom Milk Made ice 

cream,  Julie Rofman bracelets 

and more. Once the “New 

York” theme is over, all 

merchandise will be cleared 

out and a new theme will 

take the space.

CONCLUSIONS
Story has transferred the 

most desirable qualities of 

a magazine into a store that 

brings to life current trends, 

holidays or seasons.  Story 

brings a sense of newness 

to the retail industry by 

completely remodeling 

a permanent space on a 

continual basis. This is an 

excellent way to motivate 

customers to return to see the 

new theme and be inspired.

Key data

 Format: Boutique store
 Store Location: New York (USA)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 185 m2

 Product Mix: Apparel and accessories
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U S A

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The Shops at Target offer local 

specialty stores and boutiques 

the national exposure that 

they need to reach an 

audience as large and trend-

oriented as Target’s. The 

movement of supporting local 

businesses has resonated 

well with Target’s customers 

who may want to shop local, 

but find that the prices are 

too high. In this regard, Target 

has seized the opportunity to 

take high-end boutiques and 

bring them to the masses. The 

first round of Shops featured 

collections from five specialty 

stores including The Candy 

Store, Cos Bar, Polka Dot 

Bakery, Privet House and The 

Webster.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Target has curated an 

assortment of boutique items 

and brought them to the 

masses in a much anticipated 

debut. The fall installment of 

The Shops at Target feature a 

The Shops at Target offer a curated assortment of products from smaller or 

lesser known retailers and brings them to Target’s shelves. 

            
The Shops at Target

Curated Collections
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new crop of stores and over 

230 items from The Curiosity 

Shoppe (San Francisco), Kirna 

Zabate (New York), Odin 

(New York) and Patch NYC 

(Boston). Target shoppers 

have often never heard of 

the small boutiques and are 

delighted to be introduced 

to new designers and ideas 

to incorporate into their 

homes and wardrobes. 

These Shops offer customers 

the opportunity to own 

something from a faraway 

store at a reasonable price 

and in a convenient manner. 

CONCLUSIONS
Target has a long history of 

bringing designer fashions to 

the masses, starting with its 

Go International campaign. 

The retailer’s designer 

collaborations are heavily 

marketed and draw huge 

crowds of shoppers to the 

store on launch day who want 

to be part of the action and 

have the chance at owning a 

limited-edition collection. 

Key data

 Format: Mass Discounter
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: All stores
 Number of Stores: 1,700
 Product Mix: Apparel, accessories and housewares
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Retail trend 
Customization & 
Crowd Sourcing



A U S T R A L I A  -  S y d n e y

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The online 3D shoe designer, 

developed in house by Shoes 

of Prey, allows customers 

to easily create their dream 

shoe from literally billions of 

possible combinations. The 

customer can choose the toe, 

back, heel height and shape, 

add decorations and trim, 

and then select from a candy 

colored array for different 

leathers and materials to 

design their dream shoe.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Unlike traditional shoe 

brands, all shoes are 

produced only after the 

customer has ordered and 

paid for them. The average 

delivery time for a pair of 

shoes is 2 weeks, anywhere 

in the world.

Shoes of Prey provides an 

unprecedented customer 

experience:

• Customers can create the 

exact shoe they want;

• The shoe can be returned 

for any reason if the customer 

is unhappy;

• Packaging is high-end 

and includes a silk shoe 

bag, a wax sealed envelope 

containing a letter introducing 

the customer to their shoes, 

A women’s fashion brand that allows the customers to design their own 

shoes online. All shoes are handmade and delivered to their door for 

a price that is no higher than what similar quality shoes would cost in 

Australia. 

      
Shoes of Prey

Retail innovations 844

Customization & Crowd Sourcing



and a developed, professional 

photograph of their shoes, as 

well as inserts to help with 

comfort and sizing.

CONCLUSIONS
Since launching the 3D 

shoe designer, 705,000 

unique visitors have been to 

the Shoes of Prey website 

and designed shoes in 

3D. They’ve each spent an 

average of 8 minutes and 

42 seconds designing shoes, 

the equivalent of one shoe 

designer working 40 hour 

weeks for 50 years – more 

than an entire career!

Key facts

 Format: Online Retailer
 Year Opened: 2011
 Store Location: Sydney (Australia)
 Number of Stores: Online
 Product Mix: Custom womens’ shoes
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A U S T R A L I A  -  S y d n e y

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The concept of mass 

customization has been 

gaining significant traction 

around the world and Joe 

Button seized this opportunity 

to take their brand to the 

global stage. By building 

the company as a pure play 

online retailer, it was able to 

offer custom European cotton  

clothing at an affordable 

price point. This has involved 

changing the mindset of 

consumers, as most people 

think of tailored clothing as 

a luxury service that is only 

available to a select group 

of people. The vision of Joe 

Button has always been to 

build a respected brand, as 

opposed to a mere platform 

for tailored clothing.   

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Joe Button pioneered 

the concept of mass 

customization into the 

Australian market by 

developing a 3D shirt 

designer tool with thousands 

of options available on the 

website. This technology was 

created by rendering images 

for each of the different 

variations of the customizable 

components of a shirt, which 

Joe Button combines the time old traditions of shirt-making with the latest 

technology to allow customers to design their own custom shirts and 

shirtdresses and have them delivered to their door. The core philosophy of Joe 

Button is to offer the luxury of custom clothing without charging the high prices.

            
Joe Button

Customization & Crowd Sourcing
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allows customers to watch a 

simulation of their customized 

creation. 

An additional key 

characteristic of the site is the 

functionality of custom fit. Joe 

Button offers four different 

sizing options, ranging from 

tweaking a standard size to 

inputting a set of nine body 

measurements, depending on 

the customer's preferred level 

of involvement. 

CONCLUSIONS
The majority of Joe Button 

customers designed their 

own shirts proving increasing 

acceptance of DIY fashion 

models. Website conversion 

rates and customer feedback 

have indicated that the 3D 

model gave them a realistic 

representation of how the shirt 

or shirtdress would look on 

their own bodies. Furthermore, 

the ability to customize sizes 

has meant that consumers 

who have previously never 

been able to find a fitted shirt 

are now able to access a much 

simpler solution online. 

Key data

 Format: Online Retailer
 Year Opened: 2011
 Store Location: Sydney (Australia)
 Number of Stores: 1 
 Product Mix: Custom tailored shirts and shirtdresses 

   for men and women
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G E R M A N Y  -  B e r l i n

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
While traditional perfumeries 

sell a wide variety of brands, 

and while traditional “body 

shops” offer individual but 

often volatile fragrances, 

Stefanie Hanßen and 

Christoph Niedermeier have 

decided to go another way 

with Frau Tonis Parfum. Here, 

high-quality fragrances are 

to be individually combined 

in a unique, comfortable 

environment. They are “made 

in Berlin”, the vivid capital of 

Germany. These perfumes 

are not just perfumes, they 

are complements to the 

production process and very 

personal accessories. They are 

presented in unique pharmacy 

bottles and sold in beautiful 

plain bottles with a black label 

that make the scent – not the 

bottle –the center of attention. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The scents are natural and 

range from fine, powdery 

and sweet to fresh, woody 

and mossy nuances up to the 

earthy smells of tobacco and 

leather. The product, service 

and a warm welcoming 

atmosphere are what 

differentiates the store to 

traditional perfumeries. There 

is no pressure of time or an 

obligation to buy, the staff 

A remarkable concept, dedicated to the individual production of unique scents. A 

modern, professional and comfortable environment provides an optimal setting 

to  become acquainted with the wide and exquisite selection of high quality eau 

de perfume, eau de colognes, and air fragrances for rooms – all made in Berlin.

            
Frau Tonis Parfum

Customization & Crowd Sourcing
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simply assists the customer to 

create an individual fragrance. 

The customers are captivated 

by the manufacturing of the 

perfumes, their Berlin-heritage 

and the distinctive glass 

bottles with the charming, 

customized logo. The prices 

depend on the volume and 

the fragrance mix, but are 

generally quite affordable.

Additionally, many individual 

customers, and particularly 

groups, participate in perfume 

workshops. Through a website 

within the store, customers 

can educate themselves about 

concept, location, press, news, 

etc., and also order favorite 

fragrances online.

CONCLUSIONS
The central idea of Frau Tonis 

Parfum is to create individual 

perfumes,  a unique shopping 

experience and a customized 

product. With approximately 

2,000 customers per month, 

the small store in the heart of 

Berlin can clearly be said to 

have successfully established 

itself. 

Key data

 Format: Perfumery
 Store Location: Berlin (Germany)
 Number of Stores: 1 + Onlineshop
 Size of Store: 55 m2

 Product Mix: A variety of fragrances (made in Berlin) 
  All “ready-made” for individual consumers
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S W I T Z E R L A N D

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Neighborhood stores take 

an important role in the 

Swiss food market. To make 

people buy at their local 

store, instead of going to a 

bigger store further away, 

the assortment is crucial. 

Migros is the biggest retailer 

in Switzerland with different 

store formats and thus, 

different store sizes. With 

their pilot project, wish tree, 

they give the customers a 

voice and try to improve the 

assortment in smaller stores. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Customers often ask why 

a certain product is not 

available in their store. Now 

they have the possibility to 

The wish tree is an in-store communication tool that gives customers the 

opportunity to influence the assortment of their food store.

      
Migros 
Aare Wunschbaum

Customization & Crowd Sourcing



Key data

 Format: In-store communication.
 Store Location: Schöftland, Nussbaumen, 

  Bern-Freudenberg (Swizterland)
 Number of Stores: 3
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tell Migros which products 

they wish to buy. As soon 

as 150 customers request 

a certain product it will be 

added to the assortment. To 

ensure that everyone can only 

vote once for each product, 

customers log into the system 

with their loyalty card. In the 

wish tree, customers find all 

of the products that Migros 

has in its stores. The products 

are labeled whether they are 

sold in the store or not. Of 

those products not sold in the 

store, customers can select 

the products they wish to 

have. They can also see which 

products are popular and how 

many people have voted for 

them.

If customers are missing a 

product that Migros does not 

sell, they can add those. The 

marketing team will look into 

those requests separately. 

CONCLUSIONS
The wish tree is a pilot project. 

As the project moves through 

the pilot phase, Migros 

will make adjustments. For 

instance, the number of votes 

necessary for a product to be 

added to the assortment is to 

be determined. 

      
Migros 
Aare Wunschbaum
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U S A  -  N e w  Y o r k

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
4Food taps into today’s tech-

savvy consumer who wants 

to order food fast, yet have it 

be responsibly and ethically 

sourced. 4Food allows its 

customers to interact with 

the menu and fellow diners 

through social media in an 

exciting new way that has 

built 4Food a loyal following. 

4Food has perfected the 

growing phenomenon of 

crowdsourcing by encouraging 

its customers to create their 

own hamburgers and post 

4Food’s mission is to “de-junk” fast food by offering customers fresh, 

delicious and nutritious food that is still quick and efficient. 4Food 

restaurants are designed to function as community hubs with heavy 

customer interaction and technology-enhanced ordering.

      
4 Food

Customization & Crowd Sourcing



Key data

 Format: Fast food restaurant
 Store Location: New York (USA)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 280 m2

 Product Mix: Various combinations of the hamburger
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them to the internet, granting 

millions of people access to 

view their picks and vote on 

their favorites. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
What sets 4Food apart from 

other fast food restaurants 

is the way it has embraced 

technology, particularly social 

media, and incorporated 

it into its business model. 

Customers build their own 

burgers on 4Food’s website, 

where a large number of 

unusual burger ingredients 

– kale, stuffing, edamame – 

make for 140 million possible 

combinations. Diners can 

also order via employees 

armed with iPads, at a digital 

kiosk or from the counter. 

Then, customers name their 

creations, which appear on 

large digital in-store leader 

boards. Regulars duke it out 

for the top spot, moving 

up the menu chart if other 

customers order their 

personalized burger, earning 

credits for future meals as 

they go.  

CONCLUSIONS
4Food has perfected the art 

of crowdsourcing by providing 

the platform for its customers 

to interact with each other 

and share favorite hamburger 

combinations. The 20 m2 

digital media wall combines 

Twitter and FourSquare feeds 

to provide a completely 

connected experience that 

they can broadcast to their 

entire social network.      
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Retail trend 
Eco-Friendly -  
Green is Good
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S P A I N

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Differentiation in the 

toy market is becoming 

increasingly difficult and 

the competition of category 

killers such as Toys’r’us  is 

driving margins down. Baby 

Deli is targeting a growing 

market niche of consumers 

that are looking for socially 

responsible sourcing and 

ecological products and that 

want to transmit these values 

to their children. This market 

niche has a high potential as it 

is normally less price sensitive.  

Moreover, to be aligned with 

the new consumer tendency 

to look for experience more 

than acquiring goods, Baby 

Deli offers a wide range 

of services and workshops 

complementary to the product 

offer. 

A concept store designed for children and adults to share healthy practices, 

organic and fair trade products and responsible consumption.

      
Baby Deli 

Eco-Friendly—Green is Good



Key data

 Format: Concept store 
 Store Location: Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, 

   Bilbao and Santander (Spain)
 Number of Stores: 6
 Size of Stores: 200 m2

 Product Mix: Toys, apparel, food and services
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INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Baby Deli is an innovative 

space that is aimed at 

stimulating kids’ minds while 

at the same time nourishing 

their bodies and teaching 

them to respect the planet. Its 

positioning relies on: 

• An offer based on 

environmentally friendly 

and fair trade products: toys, 

stationery, books, videos, 

music, food, household items, 

personal hygiene goods, 

cosmetics and clothing.

• A coherent mix of products 

and services: a cafeteria to 

increase the time spent in 

the store and frequency of 

visits with activities such as 

children’s parties, as well 

as workshops and classes 

for babies, moms and kids 

(English for babies, physical 

expression through music, 

yoga, cooking classes for kids, 

art classes for  moms, and 

baby and  mom massage 

classes).

CONCLUSIONS
Baby Deli´s positioning is 

very clear and the product 

mix is consistent with the 

concept. The expansion of this 

concept is planned through 

an attractive and well-defined 

franchisee format and can gain 

acceptance in local markets as 

well as internationally. 

Baby Deli is a very successful 

example of differentiation 

based on a sustainable and 

ecofriendly offer. 
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S W I T Z E R L A N D  -  Z u r i c h

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Traffic is increasing and 

in big cities it’s becoming 

increasingly difficult to 

avoid this. In addition, the 

awareness for sustainable 

living and transportation 

is on the rise. Innovative 

solutions are being requested 

by consumers, and electric 

bicycles are becoming more 

and more popular. Migros, the 

biggest retailer in Switzerland, 

is very active in 

sustainability 

and decided 

to become 

a pioneer in 

this segment. 

m-way began as 

a concept that 

offers everything 

around 

sustainable 

mobility. The 

offer encompasses not only 

vehicles and accessories, but 

also counseling and services. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The m-way concept store has 

many innovative aspects. For 

example, for people who are 

interested in buying an e-bike 

they offer a body scanner that 

measures the customer’s body 

to ensure everybody gets the 

m-way is a concept store developed by retailer Migros. It’s the world’s first 

concept store that is both dedicated to sustainable mobility and has a holistic 

approach to the topic. It offers customers an easy entry into innovative and 

sustainable mobility. 

            
m-way

Eco-Friendly—Green is Good
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perfect bike. They also have a 

driving simulator in the store. 

m-way is independent 

from producers and offers 

products from various 

manufacturers. Vehicles can 

not only be bought but also 

leased or rented. The idea 

of sharing instead of owning 

is closely connected to the 

concept and thus they have 

developed mobile platforms 

and applications to make the 

sharing of vehicles easier. 

All m-way stores are built 

from sustainable resources 

and use only certified 

sustainable electricity. The 

store also sells green energy 

seals. Customers can buy a 

seal for the amount of energy 

they expect to be driving 

within one year.

CONCLUSIONS
m-way is continuously 

looking for innovative 

mobility solutions  to expand  

the offer. It’s a full-service 

provider – including financing 

and insurance and, most 

importantly, assistance after 

the sale. They work with 

experienced partners in 

different areas (transportation, 

technology companies, 

and bank and insurance 

specialists).

The products and services are 

not only for individuals. m-way 

also offers global solutions for 

companies.

Key data

 Format: Concept store
 Store Location: Major Swiss cities, 

  the first store was located in Zurich
 Number of Stores: 6
 Size of Store: up to 330 m2

 Product Mix: e-bikes, electric scooters, electric cars, 
  electric motorcycles, accessories, services
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Retail trend 
Hyper Local
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D E N M A R K  -  C o p e n h a g e n

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
An increasing awareness 

about mass consumerism, 

climate changes and synthetic 

ingredients means that 

not only enthusiasts, but 

also regular consumers are 

becoming more orientated 

towards natural and 

sustainable products with 

harmonic characteristics. 

Din Baghave furthers this 

trend by focusing on the 

environment, health, animal  

welfare and organic and 

biodynamic production. The 

product range of the store 

is chosen  with regards to 

terroir, which in short is about 

finding the unique in the local 

environment. The concept 

meets the growing demand 

for nearness, transparency 

and traceability in retail as 

well as how it fits with Nordic 

gastronomy, which has 

become a strong food concept  

in recent years,  attracting not 

only Scandinavians but people 

from all over the world. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
• Everything is produced 

locally, despite the Danish 

latitudes

• Complete traceability – both 

via the staff, a webpage and a 

sign next to each product with 

its origins

• Exclusive supply agreements 

with handpicked, passionate 

farmers

• The only place that 

sells gourmet pork meat 

A small gourmet and green grocer that differentiates itself from other grocery 

chains by being a farmers market located in the middle of the city. The retailer 

only sells items from the current growing season. Nordic Terroir, transparency 

and passionate farming are the main ingredients of the concept.

Din Baghave    
    (Your Back Garden)

Hyper Local



Key data

 Format: Gourmet Greengrocer
 Year Opened: Summer 2010
 Store Location: Copenhagen (Denmark)
 Number of Stores: 1 store, 3 stalls and an online site
 Size of Store: Varies
 Product Mix: Locally produced fruits, vegetables, 

   wild herbs and other foods
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from the famous, organic 

“Hindholmsgrisene”, which is 

served at gourmet restaurants

• Authentic, rustic, no-frills 

atmosphere in contrast to the 

typical supermarket aesthetic

• Most of the products are 

naturally presented without 

packaging

• Educational project – a 

mission to teach the market 

and the consumers to 

appreciate what  grows 

nearby (e.g. workshops)

• The staff are all gourmet 

chefs or gourmet enthusiasts, 

capable of giving advice and 

inspiration

• Pop-up restaurant  - opens 

at different locations the first 

Friday of every month

• Din Baghave cookbook: 

Grøntsagsbiblen (The bible of 

vegetables)

CONCLUSIONS
Din Baghave is the story 

of a gourmet green grocer 

that meets the consumers 

increasing demand for natural 

and sustainable food and 

affordable luxury in everyday fit. 

Last year, Din Baghave won the 

hipster magazine Monocle’s 

prize for best grocery store 

2011, and plans are to expand 

the concept to other cities. The 

challenge is establishing and 

staying in close contact with 

the passionate farmers in a 

new location.

Din Baghave    
    (Your Back Garden)
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F R A N C E  -  V i l l e n e u e  d ' A s c q

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
A la Ferme du Sart is an 

original concept based on 

local sourcing. In 2004, 

Matthieu Leclercq, who had 

just returned from the United 

States, decided to create 

a farm where local food 

products would be grown 

and sold, all in an urban 

area. Taking advantage of a 

consumer trend in favor of 

local products, the retailer is 

responding to the demand 

for quality, freshness and 

authenticity through local 

sourcing, quality, traceability 

and respect for the products 

seasonality. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
What is really striking 

about this concept is the 

combination of  the truly 

authentic approach with  the 

innovative use of the most 

modern retail technologies. 

One of the innovations is 

A fresh products specialty store, offering the best of modern retail and 

technology in an authentic and local context. It offers guaranteed ultra-fresh, 

and often local, products in a striking and sensory-rich environment.

      
A la Ferme de Sart

Hyper Local
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the point of sale, which is 

exclusively self-checkout; 

customers swipe their credit 

cards and scan their products 

themselves. They receive 

their receipt by mail and are 

offered the option to assess 

the quality of their purchases. 

The synthesis of product 

evaluations is transmitted 

directly to the suppliers. 

The most spectacular aspects 

of the concept (although not 

the most scalable) is to be a 

true family destination where 

customers can take part in 

fun and educational activities, 

such as an animal park, an 

orchard, and the rental of 

garden plots.

CONCLUSIONS
A la Ferme du Sart offers 

consumers a fun and original 

way to buy quality, fresh 

products. The heavy initial 

investment raises questions 

about the economic model. 

However, with the experience 

of Leclercq’s pilot concept in 

Villeneuve d'Ascq, another 

store opened in 2011 still 

based on local and seasonal 

products: A la Ferme d’Avelin, 

also near Lille. Later this year, 

A la Ferme du Sart and A la 

Ferme d’Avelin will change 

names, both becoming O'tera.

Key data

 Format: Fresh food concept
 Store Location: Villeneuve d’Ascq (France)
 Number of Stores: 2
 Size of Store: 1,400 m2

 Product Mix:  Fresh products: catering, meats, produce 
  and baked goods. Over 50% of the sales 
  are local products
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I T A LY  -  M i l a n

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
GAS is an acronym for 

the expression "Gruppi 

di Acquisto Solidale" or 

‘Solidarity Purchasing 

Groups.’ This purchasing 

group chooses products 

and producers with respect 

to the environment and 

solidarity between members 

of the group, distributors 

and producers. The GAS 

movement was born in 

Italy in 1994 and, thanks 

to the growing interest in 

responsible consumption, 

has expanded significantly in 

the last few years. Currently 

there are more than 800 GAS 

groups in Italy.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Bottegas is more than a store, 

it is a place where producers 

and consumers can meet, 

get to know each other and 

collaborate, without losing 

sight of the three Es: ‘Equity, 

Ecology, Ethics.’ There are 

often free workshops aimed 

at increasing consumer 

awareness on the issues of 

the environment, organic 

food, food quality, food 

distribution systems and 

fair trade. Furthermore, the 

store holds social events, 

with special nights, small 

culinary events and exhibits 

Creating a store that combines innovation with the values and spirit of the 

traditional Italian small store (‘bottega’). At the same time, BotteGas adopts 

new concepts and a new ‘culture’ and communicates with customers to 

make them more aware of what they consume.

      
BotteGas

Hyper Local
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by emerging artists that 

not only deliver customer 

value but also increase store 

traffic. BotteGas also offers a 

warehouse with  refrigerators 

and platforms where 

customers can pick up, stock 

and distribute the orders of 

their GAS.  In addition, there 

is an area for enjoying food 

and drinks, which includes 

both cold and warm foods.  

CONCLUSIONS
All of the activities are based 

on a cooperative approach;  

six members of the staff  

were chosen from the 

unemployment lists among 

categories of workers with 

a  handicap or a challenge 

that makes  re-entering the 

job market difficult (the vice 

president was a middle-aged, 

unemployed manager). This 

approach has created a group 

that is highly motivated and 

committed to the project, 

making it possible to reach 

sales that have exceeded 

expectations.

Key data

 Format: Concept store
 Store Location: Milan (Italy)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 500 m2

 Product Mix: Food store, restaurant, event area, 
  micro-logistics warehouse to support 
  the activity of the ‘GASs’ 
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U S A  -  N e w  Y o r k

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Nordstrom has yet to break 

into New York City’s retail 

scene with a full-price store. 

Treasure & Bond is not co-

branded with Nordstrom, but 

is believed to  be in existence 

to help New Yorkers accept 

the retailer with a charitable 

store that will bring a great 

deal of goodwill to the city’s 

most needy charities. Treasure 

& Bond is the first of its kind 

to offer high quality 

and high price point 

items and donate all 

profits. Additionally, the 

curated assortment of 

items with philanthropic 

tie-ins fills a void in 

the industry for an 

upscale retailer that is 

completely devoted to 

benefiting those less 

fortunate.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Treasure & Bond was built 

upon innovation and bends 

the rules of traditional 

retailing. The reason for its 

existence is not to generate 

profits to pay its employees 

high salaries, but to donate 

those profits to charities 

throughout the city. Each 

item sold in Treasure & 

Bond’s curated collection 

has a distinctive twist such 

The concept developed by Nordstrom donates all of its profits to a rotating 

roster of children’s charities. The unique assortment of hard-to-find goods is 

presented in an industrial setting in New York City’s Soho district.

      
Treasure & Bond

Hyper Local
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as bilingual Snow White 

picture books or Lafco 

candles with scents such as 

tree house, lake house and 

carriage house. Philanthropy 

is tied into the product 

assortment with metal 

whistle necklaces whose 

sales support a campaign 

to protect the children of 

the Congo and tribal jewelry 

made by a company called 

A Peace Treaty that donates 

to reconstruction efforts in 

Afghanistan. Indeed, store 

fixtures are part of the reduce, 

reuse, recycle mentality and 

come from old Nordstrom 

shipping crates.

CONCLUSIONS
Treasure & Bond lets 

customers be a “giver as well 

as a taker” in its charity based 

profit structure. While it is an 

admirable ambition to donate 

to charity, the longevity of 

the concept is questionable 

since cash flow is a major 

component of running 

a sustainable store. The 

Nordstrom name is not evident 

in the store in any capacity, 

so the hope that it will warm 

New Yorkers into accepting 

Nordstrom is yet to be seen.

Key data

 Format: 2 Floor Boutique
 Store Location: Soho, New York (USA)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 1,100 m2

 Product Mix: Unique range of house wares, 
  apparel, shoes and accessories
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Retail trend 
Online Offline 

Mashup
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S P A I N  -  N e a r  B a r c e l o n a

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Bricmania used to be a 

traditional DIY store with the 

option of online purchase. 

Since April 2012, they have 

decided to expand their 

digital strategy by combining 

the online and offline 

purchase experience. They 

have converted their store 

into a 200 m2 "showroom" 

where experts in DIY assist 

customers like in a traditional 

store, but customers can also 

browse their catalog on a 

digital screen and purchase 

online. Some of the best 

sellers and most innovative 

products are exhibited and 

customers can scan their 

QR codes to obtain  product 

information and purchase  

items through mobile  devices 

or online.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
While the DIY sector in Spain 

is quite conventional, this DIY 

store is innovating in different 

areas: 1. A fingerprint payment 

An innovative DIY concept that has succeeded in implementing a coherent 

cross-channel strategy to reach the appropriate balance between offline and 

online. 

            
Bric Store

Online Offline Mashup
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system (still very unusual 

in Spain); 2. Orders made 

through the digital counter 

are available immediately or 

delivered within 24 hours 

(at home or to the store); 

3. Extensive use of digital 

screens with videos  promote 

new products and weekly 

offers; 4. A weekly special 

offer  similar to “Groupon”, for 

example, Pillouno.com; 

5. Classroom training on how 

to use products sold in the 

store; 6. Presence in different 

social networks: Facebook, 

Twitter, Blogs, Briconatur. 

This cross-channel strategy is 

fairly aligned with the needs 

of the contemporary “smart” 

customer: further information 

to aid in the decision-making 

process and at the same time 

offering access to a larger 

offer. 

CONCLUSIONS
The success story of this DIY 

store is based on a clear 

identification of the needs of 

the end consumer. Defining 

the appropriate cross-channel 

strategy is important in 

order to avoid saturating the 

consumer with media that 

does not facilitate the purchase 

process.

Key data

 Format: Store/Showroom and online store
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: Near Barcelona (Spain)
 Number of Store: 1
 Size of Store: 200 m2

 Product Mix: DIY products
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S W E D E N

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
In an always-online world, the 

integration of the virtual with 

the physical store opens many 

doors. ID24’s use of Facebook 

ID in a retail environment 

is a good example of how 

technology can both ease 

the shopping process 

and strengthen CRM. The 

Facebook ID is an electronic 

ID that users carry with them 

all of the time. That is also the 

idea behind the name of the 

company, ID24: Identification 

with ID’s you carry with you 

24/7. ID24 launched their 

own touch screens and 

software, and today ID24 has 

touch screens installed in 

retail stores around Europe 

and Turkey.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The integration of Facebook 

ID benefits the customer using 

the connected smartphone 

application as well as the 

retailer. This helps strengthen 

the relationship between 

customer and retailer.

When a member using a 

smart phone is close to the 

store, the store’s staff is 

ID24 uses tailor-made touch screens and software solutions in the retail 

environment. One of ID24’s services is to integrate Facebook ID within the 

store to the benefit of both customers and retailers.

ID24
   Facebook ID in-store

Online Offline Mashup



Key data

 Format: Integration of Facebook ID within the store
 Store Locations: Europe and Turkey

* Images: Per Lundström / Jakob Dahlström / ID24
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informed in a pop-up window 

on the existing POS computer. 

The sales associates will then 

see the member´s details, like 

previous purchases, VIP-level 

and more. Members can 

also use their Facebook ID 

to see previous purchases 

and receipts, edit contact 

details, use digital vouchers 

and more. Also, the member 

can use the barcode in the 

smart phone application to 

identify himself on the ID24 

touch screens in-store, instead 

of entering the Facebook ID 

e-mail and password.

CONCLUSIONS
CRM aims to elevate average 

sales by communicating on 

a personal one-on-one level 

with customers. This creates 

opportunities to revenue-

driven communication and 

also generates additional value 

to customers. By adding the 

Facebook ID as an option for 

members, retailers can capture 

even more data from the 

customers, including profile 

pictures, number of friends 

and more.

ID24
   Facebook ID in-store
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B R A Z I L  -  S ã o  P a u l o

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Magazine Luiza, Brazil’s third-

largest electronics retailer 

with R$ 7.6 billion sales in 

2011, took decades to decide 

to build a stronghold in the 

Greater São Paulo area, 

the country’s biggest retail 

market. Born in Franca, São 

Paulo state, the company has 

always strived to be a national 

player and finally entered São 

Paulo city with a bang with 

the opening of 44 stores on 

the same day.  However, a 

flagship store was still lacking.

Now, its 3,000m2 

flagship store enchants 

consumers through product 

experimentation, stimulating 

all of the senses and creating 

a remarkable shopping 

experience. To do so, the 

store environment offers 

unusual solutions in design, 

technology and innovation in 

retailing.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The megastore has several 

theme areas. In the Beauty 

Space (Espaço Beleza) for 

instance, consumers can 

treat themselves in a totally 

free beauty parlor. In the 

meantime, children can 

have fun in the Play Space 

(Espaço Brinque) with toys, a 

This 3,000 m2 megastore enchants São Paulo consumers through the 

stimulation of the senses by relying on product experimentation to create a 

remarkable shopping experience.

Magazine Luiza  
Marginal Tietê superstore

Retailvention
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doll theater, doll house and 

much more. The Taste Space 

(Espaço Sabor) presents 

cooking tips and recipes in a 

quirky way, and the Learning 

Space (Espaço Aprenda) 

is focused on courses, 

workshops and lectures, 

with themes ranging from 

craftsmanship to dance.

There is also an extensive 

culture and entertainment 

program with music shows 

and theatrical performances. 

The goal of the store is to, 

in an interactive way, allow 

consumers to test products 

and brands while also 

offering items  for purchase,  

as well as trial spaces in all 

categories, spa sessions, 

beauty services and fun.

CONCLUSIONS
With the megastore, Magazine 

Luiza consolidated its presence 

in São Paulo  through a high 

profile shop while  quickly 

building an image of being 

an innovative, fun and warm 

retailer.

Magazine Luiza  
Marginal Tietê superstore

Key data

 Format: Electronics store
 Store Location: São Paulo (Brazil)
 Number of stores: 731
 Size of store: 3,000 m2

 Product mix: Electronics, home appliances, 
  toys and beauty
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C A N A D A  -  T o r o n t o

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Loblaw’s is famous for its 

innovation and as such is a 

leader in the food world. This 

store is an opportunity to leap 

forward in both the ranges 

of food, meals and services 

offered, but also in the way it 

is featured. The store is ideally 

located in a sophisticated area 

where the housing market is 

booming. By offering hours 

from 7:00AM to 11:00PM, 

the store attracts a diverse 

clientele.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The innovation of this 

Loblaw’s flagship store is 

largely based on design. 

There are many clever links 

to the iconic Maple Leaf 

Gardens which was home 

to Toronto’s NHL team and 

the place where the Beatles, 

Elvis Presley, Dire Straits, and 

hundreds of other famous acts 

and shows performed. Food 

is highlighted in dramatic 

floor-to-double-height-ceiling 

displays. The wall of cheese 

and bakery draw admiring 

crowds. Prepared food is 

available at ample seating 

areas at the sushi bar, deli, 

cupcake bakery and coffee 

Going beyond their traditional offerings, Loblaw’s has dramatic visual attractions 

such as the wall of cheese, a canteen, a sushi bar, plus special bakeries. The 

impact is dramatic.

      

Retailvention

Loblaw’s
“Food’s Greatest Stage” Supermarket
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bar. The tables feature 

photographs of performers 

from the past decades.

CONCLUSIONS
Loblaw’s has skillfully located 

in a growing market, linked 

the nostalgia from the past to 

a very modern supermarket, 

and has broken new ground 

in visual presentation. This is 

supported with shops within 

the building that include a 

wine/liquor store, Joe Fresh 

popular priced fashion apparel, 

and a demonstration kitchen, 

plus a community services 

health clinic. All this adds up to 

a very powerful and busy store. 

Loblaw’s
“Food’s Greatest Stage” Supermarket

Key data

 Format: Large supermarket with “Joe Fresh” brand 
  apparel store, health clinic, and underground parking
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: Toronto (Canada)
 Number of Stores: 1 flagship store in a chain of 1,046
 Size of Store: 8,000 m2

 Product Mix: Full range, plus famous private brands, 
  Ace Bakery, Patisserie, cooking school, Loblaw’s bank
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C A N A D A  -  T o r o n t o

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
• A large downtown 

population in offices and a 

nearby university

• Located in the lower level 

of a huge urban shopping  

center (2 blocks long, 3 

levels)

• Existing concepts often 

offer traditional fast food, e.g. 

McDonald’s, KFC

• Urban Eatery offers new 

food types, new design, and 

new seating.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Urban Eatery has taken 

bold steps. It is advertised 

on a huge exterior sign and 

again at its entrances inside 

the mall. The tenant mix 

introduces an exceptional 

range of new foods in 

a dramatically designed 

environment. The seating 

features large communal 

tables with tall stools as well 

as traditional tables. The 

“china” plates and bowls are 

reusable and add a “classy” 

element, as well as being 

environmentally friendly.

The Toronto Eaton Centre opened a 4,200 m2 Urban Eatery with twenty-four 

fast food kiosks. The design is exceptional and its offerings cover all tastes 

and whims. The “china” plates and real cutlery are reused and the seating 

area offers three options with 980 seats.

      
Urban Eatery 

Retailvention
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CONCLUSIONS
There is no doubt about it, 

food is the new anchor in 

retailing. It’s drawing power is 

enormous. When cleverly and 

properly done, it can position 

the retailer as current and 

fashionable. After all, nothing 

is more fashionable than food 

today!

Key data

 Format: Large range of fast food kiosks, some small cafes
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: Central Toronto (Canada)
 Number of Stores: 24 fast food kiosks
 Size of Store: 30-60 m2

 Product Mix: Variety of food that draws from Toronto’s
  diverse, ethnic community
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D E N M A R K  -  A a r h u s

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
In a difficult market where 

furniture retailers meet big 

challenges, Bolia.com has 

managed to gain success by 

being creative and innovative. 

Most recently, the retailer 

redesigned its stores with 

the theme "City meets 

Nature" that includes new 

digital dimensions, sensorial 

surprises and cross-

channel implementation. 

In-store cross promotion 

and technology 

are rather new in 

Scandinavian retail, 

so Bolia's re-launch of 

its stores represents 

great novelty for the 

consumer. 

In the summer of 2012 

the new theme was 

launched in three stores, with 

additional stores expected to 

follow. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
• The unique Bolia MultiTouch 

Experience, a big multi-touch 

screen in the middle of the 

store where customers can 

meet designers and look at 

new products.

In 2012 the Scandinavian furniture chain Bolia.com launched a new 

experience store concept with the theme “City meets Nature”. It plays with 

the contrasts between  urban life and  nature, and between digital and 

organic. 

      
Bolia 

Retailvention
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• The possibility to shop 

online through stationary 

computers while in-store. 

• iPads and a 3D program 

are integrated into the sales 

process.

• Cool lounge music made 

especially for Bolia – free 

downloads via social media. 

• Fragrances and sound effects 

from the nature and the city.

• City Art by Phucisme painted 

directly onto the walls.

• Real organic plant walls .

• Room settings with unique 

identities, e.g. a New York 

apartment experience.

• Curated vintage objects, 

as well as various organic 

materials used for store decor.

CONCLUSIONS
The “City meets Nature” 

concept combines an amazing 

store experience and a creative 

range of digital innovation 

and cross-media integration. 

Its design stimulates all of the 

senses, giving fun surprises 

and contrasts and putting a 

smile on the customers´ faces. 

Bolia.com exemplifies how 

innovation is the way to drive 

growth in a changing world, 

where their innovative focus 

has turned loss into profit.

Key data

 Format: Cross-channel Retailer
 Year Opened: New concept in 2012, the chain in 2000
 Store Locations: Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Germany
 Number of Stores: 27 stores (+ online)
 Size of Store: Varies
 Product Mix: Scandinavian designed furniture 

   and home decor
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D E N M A R K  -  A a r h u s

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
In today’s multichannel 

world where traditional 

stores are merely one of 

many transactional channels, 

the physical store needs to 

be more than just a space 

to purchase items. It must 

be about differentiation, 

consumer culture and a 

sensorial, authentic and 

interactive experience.

This is also the belief of 

Danish Ceramics brand 

Kähler Design, which is why 

they decided to elevate the 

brand from merely products 

to an experience by creating 

not only a flagship store 

but a flagship destination. 

Consumers and dealers 

can both see and touch the 

ceramics in the store, and try 

and “taste” them in a dining 

room and a coffee shop. The 

flagship store tells the story 

of the company, stages the 

authenticity and honesty 

of the brand identity and 

generates value by giving 

an actual experience with 

the products – all together 

producing product demand. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
• A passionate universe of 

ceramics and theatrically 

inspired store design

• Flexible light sources are 

available for customers and 

staff to use to illuminate the 

ceramics from different angles 

A haven for ceramics lovers in the form of an innovative flagship destination – 

the flagship store, “Kähler and Friends”, is a dining room, “Kähler’s Spisesalon”, 

and a coffee shop, “Kähler Coffee Station”, situated on the same street. 

            
Kähler

Retailvention
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• The shelves are lined with 

leather to make a pleasant 

sound when a customer puts 

the ceramics back 

• Sound zones are present 

where only the individual 

can hear running water or 

birdsong 

• Cultural context positioning, 

as old items from the first 

Kähler factory  as well as 

modern ceramics products 

stand side-by-side

• In the dining room and  

coffee shop the guests 

experience the ceramics in use

• They serve Nordic 

and organic specialities 

accompanying the brand 

values and design

• Limited editions are shown 

to test whether they have 

potential  for  high demand

• The servers offer information 

about the products on iPads 

CONCLUSIONS
Kähler’s flagship destination 

exemplifies a manufacturer 

going retail with great passion 

and success. It’s a sensorial 

experience which functions 

both as a showroom for 

dealers and as direct contact 

and sales to the consumers, as 

well as a brand experience that 

increases the demand for the 

ceramics to the benefit of all 

the multi-brand retailers selling 

Kähler Design.

Kähler reports the response to 

“buying the universe” has been 

great, and the concept was 

awarded best store design in 

Denmark in 2010.

Key data

 Format: Flagship destination
 Store Location: Aarhus (Denmark)
 Number of Stores: 1 (3)
 Size of Store: Varies
 Product Mix: Nordic Ceramics Brand
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G E R M A N Y

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Given adidas’ heritage of sport 

and lifestyle, a close market 

analysis revealed that fresh 

fashion options for younger 

consumers in this sector were 

missing. With adidas NEO 

Label, this identified need has 

been converted into practice: 

fashion at an accessible 

price point for teens, 

which is sold in a digital, 

easygoing, interesting and 

fun environment. Everything 

concerning adidas NEO Label 

is strongly grounded in the 

defined target customers’ 

likes, dislikes, trends and 

behaviors. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Customer experience is 

the core of the adidas NEO 

Label concept. To make 

sure that the customer 

experiences a modern and 

up to date fashion concept, 

the whole process from 

the first product idea to the 

store was accelerated so that 

the adidas NEO Label store 

can react to consumer and 

fashion trends more quickly. 

With adidas NEO Label, adidas translates the heritage of sport into fashion 

at an accessible price point for teen consumers. The brand is fresh, cool, 

discovering and youthful – this is fully reflected in products, store location 

and design.

      
adidas NEO Label

Retailvention
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With regard to the store 

design, “digital” plays an 

important role for the adidas 

NEO Label concept. There is 

an entire network of digital 

strategies which will amaze 

teen shoppers and provide 

a fresh and stimulating retail 

experience.  Exciting retail 

features include a life-size 

social mirror that shoppers 

use to take pictures or videos 

wearing their favorite NEO 

styles to post and discuss the 

outfits on Facebook or tweet 

on Twitter; a weather widget 

with outfit suggestions; and 

an interactive style lookbook.

CONCLUSIONS
With adidas NEO Label, adidas 

has taken a large step toward 

a new target group. Based 

on insights, a fitting business 

model has been planned, 

developed and rolled-out. 

Not only are digital gadgets 

present in the store, but the 

connectedness of the staff 

and the integration of direct 

customer and store feedback 

are significant pillars of the 

concept. Besides, adidas NEO 

Label is one of the first brick-

and-mortar-concepts clearly 

built around social networks 

such as Facebook.

Key data

 Format: Own retail (brand store)
 Year Opened: 2012
 Number of Stores: Worldwide presence including

  10 brand stores in Germany
 Size of Store: approximately 200 m2

 Product Mix: Casual sportswear for everyday use
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I T A LY  -  M i l a n

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Gruppo Coin, a leader in 

the Italian apparel market 

with more than 1,100 stores, 

opened Excelsior Milano in 

September 2011 with the 

goal of addressing the luxury 

segment, a segment in which 

it was not present and which 

continues to grow in the 

face of the recession. The 

concept is meant to seize 

an opportunity: responding 

to the needs 

of luxury brand 

manufacturers, 

which in recent 

years have been 

forced to sell 

their products in 

small boutiques 

or to open 

single-brand 

stores in large 

cities.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The concept store invites 

customers on a journey in 

pursuit of the best apparel, 

accessories, beauty, jewelry, 

life style and food. Excelsior 

was conceived for people of 

all ages, genders and social 

origins, particularly those 

who are fashion-oriented, 

curious and cosmopolitan. 

Located in the heart of Milan, Excelsior Milano is the first luxury boutique that is 

based on a unique blend of fashion, food and design, characterized by a very 

sophisticated brand mix in a carefully arranged setting.

            
Excelsior Milano

Retailvention
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The sophisticated external 

architecture is the work 

of architects Jean Nouvel 

and Monica Armani; the 

interiors by Vincenzo de 

Cotiis are arranged to help 

customers enjoy a voyage in 

multi-sensorial excellence, 

through video installations 

and sound effects, which 

enrich the collections of the 

store. The management of the 

menswear, womenswear and 

food assortments is entrusted 

to an external partner in 

order to create a synergy in 

which Gruppo Coin offers its 

retailing expertise and the 

partner offers its expertise in 

the specific segment. 

CONCLUSIONS
Thirty million euros were 

invested in the Excelsior 

Milano boutique. Every month, 

there are about 250,000 

visitors, with an average of 

6,000 per weekday, 15,000 

on weekends and during 

special occasions and events 

such as fashion week or the 

furniture fair. The website 

offers updated information on 

new trends, the store’s product 

range and special events, and 

counts more than 150,000 

visits per month. The next store 

opening is planned for 2013 in 

Verona. 

Key data

 Format: Luxury department store
 Year Opened: 2011
 Store Location: Milan (Italy)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 4,000 m2 (7 floors)
 Product Mix: Apparel, accessories, beauty, jewelry, 

   life style and food
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P O R T U G A L

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Renova represents a 

breath of fresh air in an 

industry where product 

differentiation was very low. 

Black, red, yellow, blue, 

purple and brown are some 

of the colors that Renova 

brought to toilet paper. This 

profusion of colors, along 

with an appealing packaging, 

generated a set that made 

toilet paper an icon of design 

and decoration, becoming the 

focus of the trendiest hotels, 

concept stores and fashion 

events throughout the world.

In today’s cities, time and 

transit between places are 

critical factors in consumer’s 

daily schedule, so any new 

ideas for simplifying and 

speeding up the job of buying 

supplies are likely to become 

a success. Renova products 

can now be purchased from 

two on-the-go-shops and 

several pop-up stores located 

at shopping centers in urban 

areas. Purchases can be made 

through a QR Code, pioneered 

in Portugal. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Applying more than functional 

innovation, the "world's 

sexiest paper" was built upon 

design in an undifferentiated 

product. The profusion of 

Renova, a Portuguese brand with roots in the toilet paper market, was able to think 

differently, introducing innovation in an area where it seemed that nothing could be 

invented. After differentiating themselves by introducing new colors and packaging, 

Renova is now trying to push sales outside of traditional retail, developing on-the-go-

shops in subway stations and pop-up stores in shopping centers. 

      
Renova

Retailvention



Key data

 Format: Pop-Up Store and On-the-go-shops
 Store Location: Lisbon and Oporto and Pop-up stores

   in shopping centers from urban areas
 Product Mix: Toilet Paper and Paper Towels
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colors and the appealing 

packaging, blended with an 

irreverent marketing strategy 

and products differentiating 

positioning, contributed 

enormously for business 

growth and brand expansion 

into new markets.

Renova products are 

marketed in around 70 

countries; however, the 

majority of sales come from 

Portugal. Renova is first in 

innovative experiences with 

new retail formats, exclusive 

stores and mobile QR codes, 

which were initiated in 

Portugal and later exported to 

Spain, Belgium and France.

CONCLUSIONS
Pop-up stores in shopping 

centers and on-the-go-shops 

in subway stations allowed 

Renova to reach a wide 

range of targets with different 

product preferences. Thanks 

to convenient locations, 

delivery service, a simple 

and innovative purchase 

system, Renova offered a 

new purchasing experience, 

adapted to consumer’s lives 

and needs, achieving greater 

visibility and excellent media 

coverage.
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S I N G A P O R E  -  M a r i n a  S q u a r e

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Pregnancy is a period in 

which the body changes every 

other week. Like newborn 

babies, expecting moms grow 

out of their maternity clothing 

at a relatively fast pace. The 

idea behind offering maternity 

wear rental is to give 

expecting moms the flexibility 

to change their wardrobe as 

their body changes.

Customers get to revive their 

wardrobe every few weeks 

with different pieces, and if 

they really like an item, they 

can choose to pay the full 

price and keep it. With this 

concept, it satisfies mom’s 

desire to look her best while 

ensuring she  doesn’t burn a 

hole in  her pocket. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Maternity Exchange is the 

first maternity rental store in 

Singapore, carrying a wide 

range of international and 

local maternity and nursing 

labels. It offers customers a 

variety of options: buying, 

renting, rent first and buy 

later, and selling pre-loved 

maternity wear and nursing 

clothing to the store.

Their use of IT systems has 

also helped to strengthen 

its customer relationship 

An innovative retail concept that has revolutionized the way that expecting 

women shop in Singapore. It offers moms-to-be the option of buying or renting 

clothing from a robust selection of local and international labels to create their 

own extensive maternity wardrobe without paying high prices. 

            
Maternity Exchange

Retailvention
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management. The system 

is able to track details like 

customer clothing preferences 

and pregnancy due date, 

which enables the sales team 

to be perfectly in tune with 

customers’ needs.  

CONCLUSIONS
In Asia where a maternity 

apparel rental system was 

almost unheard of 5 years ago, 

Maternity Exchange has proven 

to be a successful concept that 

has won the hearts of many 

mothers. 

Maternity Exchange provides a 

platform for expecting moms 

to be at their best during every 

stage of pregnancy without 

burning a hole in their pocket. 

This concept works especially 

well in developed countries 

where the birth expectancy 

rate is less than two. After all, 

these expecting moms will not 

need the maternity clothes for 

long!

Key data

 Format: 1 Boutique and 1 e-commerce store
 Store Location: Marina Square (Singapore)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 50 m2

 Product Mix: Maternity wear, assorted gifts for moms
  and parents-to-be, baby slings, nursing lingerie, 
  swimwear and post-partum shapewear
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S I N G A P O R E

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Cooking is not only for the 

professionals. An inspiring 

and non-threatening shopping 

experience makes shopping 

for tableware and kitchenware 

more enjoyable.

Targeted at three main groups 

of consumers, ToTT creates 

a kitchen wonderland that 

nurtures their interests for 

cooking, baking and hosting. 

• For those who love to cook/

bake/host, ToTT inspires them 

further and helps them do 

more;

• For those who have the 

passion but have not acted on 

it, ToTT nurtures their interest 

and creates opportunities for 

them to start;

• For those who have not 

realized their innate roles, 

ToTT helps them discover  

who they are.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The store experience is built 

to accommodate the three 

groups of target customers 

with spacious cooking studios, 

a Bake & Go corner for easy 

to bake cookies, and useful 

information on different types 

of table and kitchenware. 

Instead of the usual way 

of categorizing by product 

types, ToTT has chosen to  

categorize items according to 

A new retail concept from a 50-year-old leading wholesaler of quality 

tableware, kitchenware, foodservice and related equipment. This retail store 

is a kitchen wonderland that is the first of its kind in Asia.

ToTT 
   Tools of the Trade

Retailvention
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functions – Cook, Bake and 

Host. This makes it easier for 

non-professionals to easily 

find items according to their 

needs. 

The cooking studio can be 

used to gain inspiration 

at cooking class with 

professional chefs or rented 

by those who want to cook 

for friends and family using 

professional appliances.

CONCLUSIONS
The concept of “cook-bake-

host” heightens the enjoyment 

and pleasures of cooking. 

Hosting a dinner for family and 

friends has never been easier 

now that one can get almost 

everything  needed under one 

roof at ToTT. Perhaps having a 

supermarket next to it would 

be perfect! 

ToTT 
   Tools of the Trade

Key data

 Format: Kitchenware retail store
 Store Location: Singapore
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 3,400 m2

 Product Mix: Kitchenware, tableware, and cook books
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U S A  -  C h i c a g o

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Before the Walgreen’s flagship 

opened, the city of Chicago 

was missing a one-stop shop 

where busy businessmen 

and women could complete 

dozens of items on their to-

do lists all at once. The new 

flagship allows time-strapped 

individuals to not only pick up 

milk and eggs, but also get a 

manicure. The grab-and-go 

display of various health foods 

appeals to health-conscious 

consumers who want an 

easy way to pick up fruits and 

vegetables without having to 

wait in long grocery store lines 

during their lunch hour. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Walgreen’s is truly an 

innovation from the traditional 

drugstore by offering products 

and services not usually seen 

in this format including a wine 

bar with over 700 bottles, 

made-to-order sushi, self-

serve frozen yogurt, a juice 

and smoothie bar, an OPI 

nail salon with manicures 

and eyebrow shaping, an Up 

Market grocery store, a large 

beauty area, a humidor and 

a Take Care Clinic. The Take 

Care Clinic uses a wait time 

system on LCD screens similar 

This new flagship store occupies 2 floors and houses a myriad of 

conveniences that are not found in most Walgreen’s, such as a nail salon 

and made-to-order sushi bar.

      
Walgreen’s

Retailvention
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to Apple’s Genius Bar. An iPad 

equipped health guide helps 

pharmacy customers navigate 

a wide range of health and 

wellness products, services 

and resources that include 

immunizations and health 

tests. The LOOK Boutique 

beauty department features 

dozens of prestige and niche 

cosmetic, skincare and hair 

care brands not typically 

found in drugstores.  

CONCLUSIONS
Through the flagship’s 

expanded products and 

services offering, Walgreen’s 

has begun to turn heads 

and attract customers into 

its store who would never 

think to buy a $2,000 bottle 

of cognac or get a manicure 

at a drugstore. Walgreen’s has 

raised the bar for drugstores in 

a strategy to reinsert itself into 

its customer’s daily lives.

Key data

 Format: 2 Floor Flagship
 Year Opened: June 2012
 Store Location: Chicago (USA)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 2,500 m2

 Product Mix: Grocery, pharmacy, health and beauty, 
  wine and beer
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Retail trend 
Service Experience 2.0
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C H I N A -  G u a n g z h o u

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
In a modern society where 

books and bookstores are 

losing emphasis due to 

technological advancement, 

Fangsuo Commune creates a 

contemporary experience that 

seamlessly brings together 

various aspects like books, 

lifestyle products, apparel, 

café and cultural exhibitions. 

More than just a bookstore for 

the mind, Fangsuo Commune 

is a lifestyle store that truly 

satisfies one’s five senses and 

soul.    

The bookstore focuses on 

art, design and literature to 

pursue depth in the diversity 

and richness of its collection. 

In terms of plants and lifestyle 

products, Fangsuo also brings 

A comprehensive cultural store that combines books, home furnishings, 

fashion, a gallery and cafe.  Located in a fast-paced business district in 

Guangzhou, Fangsuo has become a unique place for urban dwellers to find 

their silent moments, inner peace and thoughts.  

Service Experience 2.0

      
FangSuo Commune



Key data

 Format: Culture and Lifestyle Store
 Store Location: Guangzhou (China)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 2,000 m2

 Product Mix: Books, cultural goods, designer goods, 
women's wear, men's wear, plants, and coffee
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in numerous brands selected 

from around the world, first to 

be introduced in Guangzhou. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Fangsuo Commune redefines 

reading and cultural space. 

Contradictory to traditional 

bookstores, Fangsuo 

Commune enhances the 

cultural lifestyle experience 

through many touch points 

within the store. 

Customers can immerse 

themselves in a culture of 

poetry where it has become 

a design element. One can 

engage in cultural activities 

and exhibitions covering 

poetry, literature, art, design, 

and music, or simply enjoy a 

cup of aromatic coffee held 

in delicate cups made by 

ceramic designers. 

CONCLUSIONS
In a fast-paced modern society 

where electronic books are 

becoming increasingly popular, 

the existence of Fangsuo 

Commune is a welcoming 

reminder of “simpler times”.

Since it’s opening, Fangsuo 

Commune has attracted over 

one million customers from 

near and far, including many 

big names in the international 

design arena.  
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G E R M A N Y  -  F r a n k f u r t

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The German 

telecommunications market is 

highly competitive with a low 

level of differentiation through 

prices and products. Deutsche 

Telekom demonstrates that 

differentiation is possible in 

another way. With the new 

flagship concept in Frankfurt, 

they specifically focused on 

responding to three major 

retail trends: customized 

solutions and products, 

personal and individual 

services, and cross-channel 

retailing. The store is located 

in the largest and most 

famous mall in the center of 

the financial metropolis of 

Frankfurt.  

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The initial layout of the 

flagship store is based on 

the standard concept of the 

traditional Telekom stores 

in Germany. This standard 

concept, however, has 

been enriched by certain 

key elements: a separate 

store website, a personal 

communication platform 

between the store and 

customers, a focus on a 

comfortable atmosphere, 

new POS-technologies, and 

an extended portfolio of 

services and products. An 

example is the “design bar” 

for individually designing and 

producing skins for tablets 

and phones.  

An innovative evolution of the “standard” Telekom shops in Germany. The new 

flagship store of the Deutsche Telekom incorporates cross-channel services, 

individualized services, and modern POS technologies.

            
Telekom Flagship

Service Experience 2.0
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Customers can choose from a 

wide range of colors, pictures 

and logos at the terminal in 

the  store or bring their own 

photos, which can be printed 

and applied as a skin to their 

devices. Another service is the 

possibility to reserve a product 

online for a quick in-store pick 

up. Booking individual training 

and consulting sessions at a 

specific date and time also 

adds value to the customer’s 

shopping experience. 

Additionally, the staff works 

with iPads to ensure a higher 

quality experience.

CONCLUSIONS
Since the store opening in 

2011, the overall performance 

has been considerably above 

target. Until now, this store 

has offered the widest range 

of services and innovations 

in a telecommunications 

store in Germany. Customers 

strongly value the innovations 

(services, technologies, etc.) in 

the store. The design bar has 

especially become a customer 

magnet with approximately 

60 skins designed per week. 

Furthermore, cross-channel 

integration has proved to 

be an important driver in 

increasing in-store traffic. 

Key data

 Format: Telecommunications store
 Store Location: Frankfurt (Germany)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 400 m2

 Product Mix: Telecommunications products, 
  services and accessories
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S I N G A P U R E

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Luxury shopping goes up a 

notch with the Louis Vuitton 

Island Maison in Singapore. 

Built on a private island, it is 

truly a destination shopping 

experience for luxury 

shoppers. Shoppers can relax 

in the private lounge or deck 

mezzanine while having their 

shoes or handbag custom-

made at Louis Vuitton.  

With every new Maison 

boutique, Louise 

Vuitton creates 

an exceptional 

shopping 

experience that 

continues to  

“wow” shoppers. 

INNOVATIVE 
QUALITIES 
Seated on the 

floating pavilion 

at the waterfront, visitors can 

access the Louis Vuitton Island 

in three different ways: via 

an outdoor bridge; by boat, 

disembarking at a jetty; and 

from the mall via a tunnel and 

ascending ‘travelator’ which 

leads them to the center of 

the pavilion.

Boasting a deck mezzanine 

and roving exhibition gallery 

with revelator, the Island 

Maison brings out yet another 

The luxury store that operates on a private island located in Marina Bay Sands, 

Singapore. Boasting a deck mezzanine and a gorgeous view of the bay, the 

waterfront luxury store not only carries its own Louis Vuitton collection, but also 

houses a bookstore and rotating art exhibitions.

      
Louis Vuitton Maison

Service Experience 2.0



Key data

 Format: Retail flagship 
 Store Location: Marina Bay Sands (Singapore)
 Size of Store: 2,300 m2

 Product Mix: Men's collections, Women's collections 
  and Jewelry
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dimension of its foundation of 

travel culture. 

CONCLUSIONS
The Island Maison takes 

luxury shopping to a new 

level with its store located on 

a private island in an urban 

city. Shopping in a nautical-

inspired design store by the 

waterfront, commissioning a 

unique handbag made with 

Louis Vuitton’s finest leather, 

the Island Maison creates 

yet another first in terms of a 

luxury shopping experience for 

the Louis Vuitton customer.  
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S W I T Z E R L A N D

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Glatt is the shopping center 

with the highest sales volume 

in Switzerland. Thus, as 

one of the major shopping 

centers Glatt aims to provide 

customers an outstanding 

shopping experience. One of 

their activities was to open 

an innovative, technologically 

developed and elegant 

try store. In its first season 

the shop ran for 6 months 

cooperating with 30 national 

and international companies – 

mostly in cosmetics and food. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
What differentiates the 

Glatt try store and other try 

stores are various aspects: 

for one the store design is 

In contrast to other try stores, the Glatt Try Store is a combination of new 

technologies, gaming elements and elegant store design. 

      
Glatt Try Store

Service Experience 2.0
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very elegant and modern. 

The shop is more like a 

show room. The products on 

display change every month. 

Customers can order the 

products in the store by using 

an iPad provided by the store. 

A few minutes later customers 

can pick up their order at 

the counter. Depending on 

their “trystoristas status” the 

shopping bag has a different 

color. There are seven 

trystorista statuses that start 

at “Trystorista Trendsetter” 

and end at “Trystorista Royal”. 

Customers can increase their 

status by shopping more 

often (however it is limited 

to once every four days) or 

by playing games on the iPad 

and recommending products 

on Facebook. 

CONCLUSIONS
The first season of Glatt Try 

Store that ran for 6 months 

was a big success. Customers, 

especially women, enjoyed the 

gaming factor of the store and 

of course also the opportunity 

to try new products for free. 

Therefore the organizers are 

planning a second season. 

Key data

 Format: Try store
 Year Opened: 2011 
 Store Location: in a shopping center outside 

  of Zurich (Switzerland)
 Number of Stores: 1 
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T U R K E Y  -  I s t a m b u l

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Turkcell Kanyon Flagship 

Store is a technology based 

concept that is designed to 

be customer-friendly, plain 

and functional. This is a store 

where customers can quickly 

obtain their communication 

technology needs, access 

detailed information easily 

and from a single resource, 

experience Turkcell's own 

products and services, 

and experience them by 

combining the service they 

receive with state-of-the-art 

technologies.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Turkcell is not only a gsm 

operator, it also has an 

approach which follows 

all innovative methods 

around the world, conveying 

technology to its consumers 

effectively and  building 

widespread networks.

Turkcell differentiates with its 

initiatives in communication 

retailing, by being a 

trendsetting  brand and 

through its brand new and 

fast application models in 

customer services.

Turkcell has become a 

prominent retailer with its 

features that facilitate life, 

and it considers the needs 

of its dealers, customers and 

personnel as a whole. 

Innovative flag ship store, combining a customer centered approach with 

in-store technologies.

      
Turkcell

Service Experience 2.0
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CONCLUSIONS
Turkcell Kanyon Flagship 

Store is a technology base, 

which is designed to be 

customer-friendly, plain and 

functional. This is a store 

where customers can quickly 

obtain their communication 

technology needs with experts,  

they can access more detailed 

information easily and from 

a single resource, experience 

Turkcell's own products and 

services, and experience them 

by combining the service they 

receive with state-of-the-art 

technologies.

Key data

 Format: Showroom with customer service area
 Year Opened: 2012 
 Store Location: Istanbul (Turkey)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store:  100,000 m2

 Product Mix: Mobile phones and related  accessories
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U K  -  L o n d o n

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Today’s consumers want to 

be more involved with the 

brands they buy.  They want 

to try out new things and 

have a dialogue about their 

experiences.  At the same 

time, brand owners want to 

minimize the risk of bringing 

new products to market.  

Sample Trend, uniquely in 

the UK, provides the solution 

to this.  Every month Sample 

Trend offers its members the 

choice of up to 5 items from 

an array of new products prior 

its to formal launch. Products 

come from global companies 

such as Unilever, Kimberly 

Clark and Church & Dwight, as 

well as smaller independents 

and innovative start-ups.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Sample Trend is a hybrid 

between a retail store and a 

market research testing facility.  

Members, who join for a year, 

at an entry level of £36 for 3 

products per month or £60 

for 5 products per month, are 

required to feed back their 

evaluation of the product 

via an online questionnaire.  

Customers obtain products, 

which vary in value from 

£2 - £50+, at an average cost 

of just £1.   Products are not 

samples, but full-size, market 

A subscription club which enables members to obtain access to new 

products and brands before they are launched to the general public.  A 

key feature is that members must review all products obtained, thus giving 

invaluable real-time feedback to brand owners.

      
Sample Trend

Service Experience 2.0
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ready packs which enables 

them to be experienced in 

normal everyday situations.   

If customers like the products, 

they can buy more through 

the brand owner’s website.  

Products include beauty and 

cosmetics, household, food 

and drinks, as well as more 

unusual offers like magazines, 

books, automotive and pet 

products.

CONCLUSIONS
The concept currently works 

from a single store in London’s 

fashionable media district 

of Fitzrovia where most 

members live or work in close 

proximity.  A further 10% of 

members access remotely via 

the website.   However, since 

a key attraction of the concept 

is the ability to see, touch and 

try the products in store before 

selecting, this is more suited 

to a physical store format than 

online.  Sample Trend intends 

to grow the business by 

expansion to other key areas 

of London and the UK’s major 

cities through a franchise 

model.  Response to the 

concept has been enthusiastic 

both from manufacturers and 

consumers.  

Key data

 Category: Retail / Market research
 Number of members to date:1,000
 Member split:  60% Female; 40% male
 Cost of membership: £36-60 per year
 Products tested per month: 5,000
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U S A  -  C h i c a g o

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The Lincoln Park 

neighborhood is home to 

a large portion of the city’s 

young professional network 

that often needs financial 

coaching and at the same 

time is intimidated by the 

cost of hiring a personal 

financial advisor. The State 

Farm Next Door Café fills a 

void in the market by offering 

complementary financial 

coaching in a low-pressure 

setting which does not 

push State Farm’s insurance 

policies. The inviting space 

has long tables, couches and 

private pods for studying, as 

well as space in the back for 

classes that are relevant to the 

post-graduate population. 

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
State Farm Next Door Café 

is innovative in the way 

that it targets the city’s 

young professional market 

by providing them with a 

sanctuary to ask questions 

that relate directly to their 

life stage, such as how to pay 

off student loans, save up for 

a car or plan a budget for a 

wedding. Besides offering free 

financial advice, the space is 

used to hold free yoga nights 

or club meetings and the 

A casual and open community space, in a young and hip area of Chicago, that 

offers artisan coffee, collaborative spaces with flat-screen TVs, whiteboards and 

free Wi-Fi. No insurance is sold here, just financial consultants offering free 

advice.

      

Service Experience 2.0

      
State Farm Next Door Café
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conference rooms can be 

rented out free of charge to 

the public. Half of the length 

of one wall is devoted to a 

chalkboard calendar outlining 

class schedules.   

CONCLUSIONS
The State Farm Next Door 

Café has taken an often 

overwhelming and intimidating 

subject and turned it into an 

enjoyable experience. Overall, 

the multi-purpose space is 

viewed as a place for self-

improvement, from completing 

class work to receiving 

complementary financial 

advice. By posing itself as a 

hip coffee shop, State Farm 

has broken the barriers of 

the preconceived notion 

that financial consulting is 

overwhelming and expensive.

Key data

 Format: Café 
 Store Location: Chicago (USA)
 Number of Stores: 1
 Size of Store: 1,000 m2 
 Product Mix: Coffee, sandwiches and advice
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Retail trend 
Technology 

Intervention
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I T A LY  -  M i l a n

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
To face the global economic 

crisis, distribution must 

find new and increasingly 

distinctive retail marketing 

approaches. The key factor for 

trade is therefore innovation. 

The project Euronics 3.0 is 

the result of an analysis of 

customers’ expectations with 

its focus on the customers.

The goal is to involve 

customers in a new and 

fascinating shopping 

experience, through an 

interactive approach based 

on the use of advanced 

technology.  The store is a 

place where customers are 

offered the tools to discover 

and familiarize themselves 

with high-tech products in 

an easy and intuitive fashion. 

This is an innovative store 

concept, fully integrated with 

the internet and based on 

a cross-channel approach. 

Interaction with customers 

is supported by marketing 

efforts that produces ‘one–on-

one’ CRM actions, also using 

social media.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
The Key to innovation is based 

on five principles: 

• Connectivity: the store offers a 

free 20 Mb wi-fi access point.

• Multimedia: QR codes 

next to product labels refer 

customers to technical 

descriptions and videos of the 

products.

•  Interactivity: touch-screens 

allow customers to examine 

A store where customers can interact with new, high-tech products. It is fully 

integrated with the web and based on a cross-channel approach; this is the 

new Euronics 3.0.

      
Euronics 3.0

Technology Intervention



Key data

 Format:  Electronics store
 Store Location: Milan area (Italy)
 Number of Stores: 2
 Size of Store: 1,500 m2
 Product Mix: Electronic goods
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the products found in the 

database.

• Emotion: 14 Emotional 

Areas are dedicated to top 

brands displaying new 

products.

• Experience: 9 areas where 

new technologies can be 

tested.

Moreover, a digital leaflet is 

installed in every department 

to highlight the offers found 

in that sector, reproducing 

all of the pages of the 

leaflets. Relational marketing 

is another strength of this 

new concept, with a loyalty 

program that acknowledges 

the value of loyal customers, 

with special offers and 

exclusive services such as 

a dedicated call center. 

To further the pursuit of a 

cross-channel policy, a click 

and collect service has been 

implemented.

CONCLUSIONS
The result of 3.0 stores is in 

line with forecasted budgets 

and with the company’s 

expectations, in  spite of the 

significant crisis that the Italian 

economy is experiencing, 

particularly in the sector 

of home appliances and 

electronics. The positive results 

of the 3.0 format is confirmed 

by the increase in productivity, 

which can be verified in the 

Como store due to its historical 

presence.
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U K

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Difficulties in delivery have 

been the greatest barrier 

to online conversion in 

the UK, especially in the 

fashion sector.  Customers 

either want their clothes 

to wear right away, do not 

have anywhere suitable for 

deliveries to be left during 

the day, or are inconveniently 

required to wait at home for 

a delivery. Aurora, owner of 

well-known fashion brands 

Coast, Warehouse and Oasis, 

and independent Karen 

Millen, has over 2,000 stores 

between them worldwide.  

They are also both pioneers 

in e-commerce.  This new 

initiative enables these 

companies to leverage their 

two greatest strengths, 

namely a prolific store 

network and accurate real-

time visibility of stock in brick-

and-mortar stores.  

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Eagle Eye Solutions, a 

leading UK retail technology 

company, was engaged by 

Aurora and Karen Millen 

to integrate Shutl with the 

inventory platforms of their 

four brands. The technology 

determines which is the best 

store from which to fulfill an 

order by using a combination 

of SKU information across 

each brand’s network 

(ensuring maximum chance 

of fulfillment) and distance 

from store to consumer 

(enabling quickest and 

cheapest possible delivery).  

The Shutl platform screens 

for capacity from a large 

network of courier companies 

and matches this to the 

A unique technology solution which optimizes customer satisfaction and 

increases online conversion for participating retailers by identifying available 

local delivery courier capacity, ensuring that customers receive their ordered 

products within 90 minutes or at the specified time of their choice.

’90 Minutes’   
    Powered by Shutl

Technology Intervention



Key data

 Category: Multi-channel solutions
 Participating Retailers: Oasis, Coast, Warehouse 

  and Karen Millen
 UK coverage: 90%
 Average delivery time: 73 min. 54 sec.
 Fastest delivery time: 14 min. 59 sec.
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delivery requirement.  With 

Shutl, customers shopping 

online at home or work can 

have their product within 

90 minutes.  Alternatively, 

customers shopping in the 

mall, seeing an item they like 

that is perhaps the wrong size 

or color, can have it delivered 

to them at a time and place of 

their choosing.  

CONCLUSIONS
The innovation intelligently 

picks the optimum store for 

fulfillment rather than leaving it 

to the customer to place a click 

and collect order to a local 

store.  Customers can also 

track their deliveries in real-

time and know exactly when 

to expect them.  Customer 

feedback has been excellent 

and financial benefits have 

been positive.  The number 

of ‘failed’ deliveries has been 

decreased, thus reducing costs.     

’90 Minutes’   
    Powered by Shutl
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U K

INNOVATION 1  
‘BROCCOLI CAM’
For maximum sales potential 

and customer satisfaction, it is 

important for a retailer to be 

in-stock at all times.  Tesco’s 

new ‘broccoli cam’ installed at 

its Bedford store is a camera 

in the ceiling near key fresh 

produce departments which 

monitors the degree to 

which the display boxes are 

filled.  When a box is low in 

produce, recognition software 

automatically indicates this 

by highlighting in red, thus 

alerting staff to replenish the 

items.

INNOVATION  2 
DIGITAL PRICING
Prices of products are shown 

on shelf strips under each 

product.  Typically, these 

are printed on paper and 

when a price changes for 

a brand, it can take days of 

staff time to replace all of the 

tags – a cost of  labor and 

printing.  Tesco is  testing new 

While Tesco is a recognized leader in online shopping and home delivery, they 

have also introduced the use of technology into the traditional store to improve 

the levels of service, information and ease of shopping offered to customers.

      

Technology Intervention

      
Tesco In-Store Technology
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‘digital paper’ shelf pricing, 

which is based on the same 

technology of liquid digital 

display as used by e-readers 

such as Kindle.  Each unit is 

battery powered and relatively 

inexpensive.  Large scale 

changes in price can now be 

done centrally over a number 

of hours instead of days, with 

great  labor and cost saving 

advantages.

INNOVATION 3 
SMART BADGES
A store’s staff is always being 

asked questions by customers:  

Where is such and such?  Is 

this suitable for vegetarians? 

Do you have more stock 

outside?  Employees would 

need to have a brain the size 

of a house to know all of this.  

Now, Tesco staffers have been 

given ‘smart badges’.  These 

are little mini-computers with 

barcode readers which they 

can pin to their jackets. When 

required, they simply swipe 

the barcodes of the product 

they wish to know about and 

a read-out of information 

appears on the screen. This 

innovation has considerably 

increased effectiveness of the 

staff’s time  while at the same 

time improving  customer 

service.

Key data

 Format: Grocery and General Goods Retailer
 Technology Trial Store: Bedford, (UK)
 Number of Stores in UK: 2,318
 Hyper/supermarkets UK: 701
 Convenience stores UK: 1,617
 UK grocery market share:  30.2%
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U S A

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
The gourmet cupcake 

industry has continued to 

expand in popularity with 

new competitors setting up 

shops in cities and suburbs 

alike. Sprinkles, being the 

original trendy cupcake 

bakery, created an innovative 

and fun way to maintain 

and attract new customers 

by placing these ATMs 

outside of the shop. As a 

method of customer 

acquisition, the 

ATMs draw a crowd 

of onlookers who 

may not be familiar 

with Sprinkles and 

become intrigued. 

The customization 

factor is appealing 

to millennials with over 

100 decorative toppings 

from baseball team logos to 

numbers and letters.

INNOVATIVE QUALITIES 
Sprinkle’s Cupcake ATM is a 

fully integrated process where 

customers can watch and 

participate in the live journey 

of their cupcake on an LCD 

screen as it makes its way 

from the pan to the revolving 

An upscale cupcake bakery based in Beverly Hills, CA has complemented its 

regular offering of gourmet cupcakes. Sprinkles has installed vending machines, 

called the Cupcake ATM, outside of several of its shops to provide customers 

with 24/7 access to cupcakes.

            
Sprinkles Cupcake ATM

Technology Intervention
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door window. Throughout the 

process customers can chose 

flavor, decorative topping, 

size and the type of box that 

they would like. The Cupcake 

ATM also offers customers the 

option of choosing a cupcake 

that has been specially 

created for dog consumption. 

Customers can connect with 

Sprinkles via the Sprinkles 

mobile application which 

features specials on cupcakes 

and the ability to gift cupcakes 

to friends. In addition to the 

Cupcake ATMs, Sprinkles has 

a “Sprinklesmobile” which is a 

traveling cupcake bakery.

CONCLUSIONS
Sprinkles has truly 

revolutionized the way in 

which we participate in the 

creation and customization 

of cupcakes. By adding an 

experiential piece to the 

process of buying a cupcake, 

Sprinkles has created hype 

which they are broadcasting 

to their entire Facebook and 

Twitter network. Future plans 

are to open Cupcake ATMs that 

are not adjacent to cupcake 

shops in order to expand at a 

more rapid pace. 

Key data

 Format: Outdoor ATM
 Year Opened: 2012
 Store Location: Los Angeles, Chicago, Manhattan,

  Georgetown (USA)
 Number of Stores: 4
 Product Mix: Gourmet cupcakes
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Tracking Retail Innovation 
trends around the world...





“Edison’s electric light did not come about from the continuous improvement of the candle…”
(Oren Harrari)

Retailers around the world are justifiably consumed with trying to make the stores they run today
more successful. They must literally make constant course corrections in assortments, pricing,
merchandising and store operations to keep the business going. In short, they are necessarily in the
candle improvement business.

However, when retailers are consumed by the day to day business, it becomes very difficult to work
on step changes within the business. Oftentimes, true innovation happens from outside traditional
retailers, who are forced to play catch up or miss trends entirely. Historically, the majority of retail
innovations came from entrepreneurs who seized upon a market opportunity versus established
retailers.

Retail innovation is alive and well as retailing around the world takes advantage of the opportunities created 
by the dramatic shifts in consumer behavior. Those individual retailers poised to take advantage of these 
key innovation trends have the opportunity to thrive in the future and position themselves within the global 
retail marketplace.

 Curated Collections
 Eco-Friendly - Green is Good
 Hyper Local
 Service Experience 2.0

 Technology Intervention
 Customization & Crowdsourcing
 Online Offline Mashup
 Retailvention 

Tendenze delle Retail Innovations

We are an international group of 20 consultancy companies with a common high level of expertise and 
focus on retail. Since 1990 we have helped retailers as well as suppliers to the retail sector to remain 
competitive and achieve their goals by blending global retail expertise with the member´s local insight. 
Among our clients are 36 of the top 100 retailers and 29 of the top 50 manufacturers worldwide.
Since it was founded the Ebeltoft Group has analyzed global retail innovation trends and, since 2005 
we have presented this analysis in our annual publication Retail Innovations that focuses on emerging 
trends and the most interesting cases worldwide. 

Ebeltoft Group´s global studies and publications included: Environmental Sustainability (2010); The Trust 
Factor (2011); NeoConsumer (2011);  Global Cross Channel Report (2012); Retail Internationalization-
Global Outlook (forthcoming in 2013).

www.ebeltoftgroup.com

For a personal presentation of the Retail Innovations trends and cases or information about our latest 
global Publications and Research please contact Ebeltoft Group or our member in your region.




